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DATES SET FOR OPENING

OF PAR. STAGE SHOWS

LUCILLE PAGE
Starring in Fanchon and Marcos “Goodfellows”
Idea. At the New Fox Theatre, San Francisco,

This Week

ZONING MEET

GS PEACE

DU 4 POUTS
The most significant meeting of

the film and stage industry has
just been brought to a satisfactory
close in Los Angeles.

Apparently local in scope, it was
recognized of such far reaching im-
portance that an observer was sent
out from New York to take a sil-

ent part in the deliberations and
keep a watchful finger on the
pulses of the delegates of the vari-

ous factions represented.

The results achieved are:

1. Confirmation of the fact that
the film industry is reconciled to
the idea that pictures alone will

not profitably support class houses.
Supplementary in-person entertain-
ment must be provided.

2. Demonstration that peace be-
tween the exhibitors and the pro-
ducers and distributors can be ob-
tained and maintained. This meet-
ing, the first of a series through-
out the nation, is to be the basis
of a rapprochement between the
Hays organization and the Allied
States, and proof positive that
there are no problems between the
two interests that cannot be amic-
ably settled.

Zoning Problem
3. Recognition of the indepen-

dent exhibitor as a factor in the
industry, a source of profit and a

real influence.

During the last ten days a se-
ries of private meetings have been
held which have settled many prob-
lems of zoning and protection
which were formerly vexatious to

the independent theatre owners and
operators.

It was feared that in addition to
many zoning abuses claimed, a
greater protection would be de-
manded by the class houses be-
cause of the steady loss of busi-
ness to second run theatres, where
the public was able to obtain the
identical entertainment of the class
house at a considerably lower
tariff by merely waiting a few
weeks. It was believed that the
theatre chains would desire to hold
off on the stage production busi-
ness as long as possible and would
exert their influence as picture pro-
ducers to arbitrarily impose
greater release date restrictions,

(Continued on Page 3)

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
W. B. Wagnon has dolled up the
front of his Divies, installing a
flashing Neon sign and a new
Neon marquee.

PLANS “LADY FINGERS”
George Holland, manager with

the “June Moon” Company, may
put on “Lady Fingers,” in the role

of producer.

Joseph Cawthorn has been as-

signed a role in Victor Herbert’s
operetta, “Babes In Toyland,”.
which will be filmed by Radio Pic-
tures.

SHIFTS MADE

IN LINEUP HE

PUBLimECS
SAN FRANCISCO,

,
May

,
22.—

In line with 'Paramo'unt-Publix’s
recently announced expansion
plans, Pacific Coast executive
ranks of the Paramount - Publix
chain this week went through an
extensive realignment. At the same
time inauguration date for stage
shows in three coast houses was
definitely set.

It has been announced that:

Ralph E. Crabill, director of the
Western and Pacific Coast di-

visions of Publix in charge of
everything west of Kansas, will be
at the

_

head of reorganization and
expansion for the Paramount-Pub-
lix chain. C. C. Perry succeeds
Crabill.

The entire Western division is

being split up into two parties:
the Pacific Coast, Idaho and Utah
will form the new division under
the management of Harry David.
The states of Colorado and Wyo-
ming will be managed by Clare
Woods, with C. C. Perry captain-
ing both divisions in the position
formerly held by Crabill.

Kurtzman Leaving
Charles Kurtzman leaves Publix

to take an unannounced executive
position. Ed Smith, former Min-
neapolis division manager, will
henceforth be in charge of the
Coast division. Bob Blair remains
head of Publix in the Northwest.

It is rumored that Herman
Wobber will retire as a Western
supervisor in charge of distribution
but will remain on the board of
directors. He is interested finan-
cially in Paramount-Publix.

In regard to stage shows.' A
production department, with Harry
Gourfain in charge, has been estab-
lished in San Francisco and stage
shows open May 29 at the local
Paramount; June 7 in Portland,
and June 14 in Seattle. Date of
the initial stage show in a Publix,
Los Angeles, house has not yet
been set. Gourfain is assembling
a production staff which he will
announce later.

M. C. Assignments
The Paramount will have A1

Mitchell as master- of -ceremonies,
bringing him from the East where
he m. c.’d in some of Publix’s ace
houses. Don George will conduct

(Continued on Page 3)
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RUMOR BIG RKO DEAL PENDING
Indes Rush to Get “Ingagi”Follow-Ups PM,

SAID INVOLVED IN

I
E GENERAL

IN BOXOFFICES OF

Legit boxoffices failed to pro-
vide anything of a sensational na-
ture during the past week. Hold-
over shows were generally in de-
clines. Only two of the new ones
had completed a full week at

press time, one of them making
a new low record and the other
doing only average.

“The Gorilla” at Henry Duffy’s
Hollywood Playhoifse grossed
$3400, the lowest week during
Duffy’s operation of the house.
Duffy has closed at the Play-
house, and Ed Rowland, lessee of

the house who has taken it back,
opens “June Moon” there May 24.

The President grossed $4600 on
the third and final week of “Blue
Ghost.” “Elizabeth Sleeps Out” is

there now, doing only fair. This
house still continues under the
Duffy banner.

Capitan Gets $5000
Last week of “Love ’Em and

Leave ’Em” at the El Capitan was

f
chalked up at a generous $5000,
and Bert Lytell in “Brothers” is in

there now. This house reverted
from Duffy to C. E. Toberman,
owner, who is continuing to oper-

ate the house with the Duffy staff

and policy.

The Lillian Albertson “Student
Prince” closed at the Majestic last

Saturday, May 17, following de-

clines during the first part of the
week. Closing notices spurted
business for the last couple of

days and brought the gross up to

the $14,500 of the previous stanza.

This show is slated to go to San
Francisco, and “Last Mile” is now
in rehearsal.

The last week of the picture

“Journey’s End” brought a gross
of $7900 to the Mayan, a decline

of $1300. Maurice Chevalier is

putting on a personal appearance
show there for eight days; mean-
while “Decency” is in final stages
of casting, for an opening sched-
uled for June 2, acording to Sid
Algiers, manager for Franklin
Productions.

Repertory Average
The Civic Repertory production

of “Going Home” at the Holly-
wood Music Box, grossed $4200 on
its opening week, about house av-
erage. “Wound Stripe” follows in

on June 2.

“For Cryin’ Out Loud” at the

Egan holds steady with a take of

$1400 on its fourth week, opened
the fifth week strong and expects
to keep on going with no closing

date in sight.

Second week of “Slightly Dis-
honorable” declined a little, gross-
ing $12,000 as compared with fif-

teen for the opening week, but still

considered satisfactory. This pro-
duction will continue to hold the
Biltmore indefinitely.

.Final and eighth week of “Rah
Rah Daze,” featuring Fred War-
ing’s Pennsylvanians at the Mason,
although bolstered with the ap-
pearances of Leon Errol and
Charles Winninger as guest come-
dians, failed to rally noticeably.

The Orange Grove (Actors) opens
May 23 with Yiddish players, and
George Fawcett’s “The Great John
Ganton” opened at the Vine
Street, May 19, with what looks
like a $4000 week. The Figueroa
is dark.

EDDIE PEABODY WRITING

Eddie Peabody has returned from
his tour of the Golden Gate re

gions and has retired to the Pea-
body Rancho to put the finishing

touches on his new Banjo Instruc-

tion book, which will be quite an
elaborate, complete affair, and be
available within the next few weeks.
S. L. Cross Co. expect to handle
the publication.

COL. TO START ONE
A new as yet untitled picture is

planned to start into production at

Columbia late this week, but
neither cast nor director had been
selected by the middle of the week.
Two are now shooting at this stu-

dio, “Rain or Shine” and “Hell’s
Island.”

— „ - - "

In IIollywood"']\[ow
By BUD MURRAY

By BUD MURRAY
In Hollywod, Now, and a year

ago. Do you realize, that a year

ago all the leading agents were in

N. Y. booking actors, dancers and
directors, for Hollywood, then, and
now reversing this custom, all the
agents of any note, who are In
Hollywood Now, including Harry
Weber, Leo Morrison, Rufus Le
Maire, Leo Fitzgerald, Louis Shurr,
Arthur Lyons, Joe Sullivan, Max
Hart, all New York agents, are In
Hollywood Now, and are booking
movie names, for productions for

the forthcoming season, for the
legitimate stage In New York. To-
wit: Mary Pickford, Alice White
(our pupil), Marjorie White and
Bessie Love have already received

very flattering offers for N. Y.
productions for this fall, and any-
one of them would be a draw and

hit. Also Harry Gribbon, whom
we were with 17 years ago, has a

nice offer for a N. Y. Revue, and
Harry has the itch for some real

stage work, and what a riot he
would be in N. Y. ! He has been
away so long from N. Y. that he
would be considered a‘ ‘new face,”

and what a face. Imagine Holly-
wood, taking the play from New
York.

On the invitation of Warren
Doane, head of the Hal Roach
Studios, and Maitland Rice of the
Fox Hills' Studios to display our
California Sunbeam Unit, we made
a trip out, and had a most de-

lightful day, in fact the first day
of a vacation we have had since

we reorganized. Out at Hal Roach
Studios, ran into Oliver Hardy,
and Hal Roach and his brother
(not cocky), but smiling Jack.
Then on another set, making a

Spanish version of a talkie, Charley
Chase or La Belle boy friend, with
Manuel Pedroza, who was in our
Chicago Company of “Student
Prince.” Manuel turned out to be
a real baritone and actor. Then
to Fox Hills, with the “Sunbeams,”
ran into Jack Young, a former
Shubert stage manager, now as-

sistant casting director at Fox
Hills, and then smack into Max
Sheck, who is directing dances,
whom we worked with, when with
the Messrs. Shubert in 1921. Sey-
mour Felix, the ace dance director,

whether he likes the title or not, is

out at Fox Hills, working on the

new Brown, DeSylva and Hender-
son talkie, and Lew Brown, who
takes the writer back to Geo.
White’s Scandals. They are all In
Hollywood Now.

In our weekly trip to the fites,

noticed that charming Mary Fran-
cis Taylor, always smiling. Mary
worked for the writer in Carrol Re-
vue and “Oh, Susanna,” and just

FOB AFRICAN FILM

T

closed as premier dancer with
“Student Prince.” Back of Mary
is good old Dave Marion. We
wonder whether you remember
“Snuffy the Cabman,” for so many
years in burlesque. There are the
two boy friends, Robert Woolsey,
whom we were with in the “Dream
Girl” in 1923 at Ambassador The-
atre, N. Y. Bert Wheeler takes
us back to the “stock training

days,” and right next to us Mr.
and Mrs. Joe E. Brown, and nat-

urally all Mrs. Brown talked about
was her two sons, Joe, Jr., and
Don, our pupils. And look at that

fine actor and singer, who takes
us back to Passing Show of 1921,

J. Harold Murray. Yes, sir, and
they are all In Hollywood Now.

After the fites, for a “snack” in

Henry’s. A few words with Dolly
(Mrs. Eddie Nelson, our boy
friend’s wife.' She is In Holly-
wood Now, alone, but confides Ed-
die will soon be back. He is one
of the few native sons we know,
and takes us back to the first

Broadway show we had him with,

“The Last Waltz,” in 1921. There’s
the dancing referee, “strictly busi-

ness Abe Roth,” and smiling

Frankie Richardson, he of those
top notes which never seem to fail

him (thank the Lord)— all in

Hollywood Now.
Eddie Lambert reports that he

leaves for N. Y. to fill an unex-
pired Publix contract, and while

talking about our dance studio, un-
folded a very clever idea. Here
it is. He wants to open a Kosher
delicatessen store, and in order to

draw the housewives in to buy,

wants a tie-up with us to give free

dancing lessons away with every
pound of salami sold. Not bad.

Andy Rice, Sr., who has written

many “Scandals,” “Follies,” and
“Le Maires Affairs,” at M-G-M,
also, put forth a real legitimate

proposition for amateur produc-

tions, which will be divulged later

on. They are In Hollywood Now.
Louis Mosconi, the brother of

Charley, also wants it known, even

though they are only recognized as

dancers, that for a long time they

have had dancing schools, and we
personally have been in their

Philadelphia School many moons
ago and watched the kids and
Papa Mosconi teach, and how!
Mosconis will have a good dancing
school, too— and In Hollywood
Now.
At the Brown Derby for lunch,

noticed that clever comedian, Ed-
die Buzzell, whom we have to con-

nect with the Winter Garden, much
as we dislike to use the name, and
a fine dramatic writer, Eugene
Walters, who makes us think of

a very fine party he gave in N. Y.
(Continued on Page 6)

A big rush is on among the

opportunist indes to trail the sen-

sational success of the African ex-

ploration film, “Ingagi.”

The opportunity boys are dig-

ging down in the vaults to see

what they have in the way of stock
shots or pensioned films which can
be pieced together for some ready
capital following the evident pub-
lic relish for this type of picture.

But the exhibs are ready to re-

gard such offerings warily, an in-

vestigation on the other side of

the fence revealed. “Ingagi,” ac-

cording to absolute vouchings by
its sponsors and according to all

available information, is an au-
thentic film. But there’ll have to

be plenty of credentials to make
any class house run the follow-ups,

as they are almost certain to be
fakes.

There is a lot of old African
film said to be in the control of

the former states righters and in

inde safekeeping in New York
and here. The racketeers are
scrambling to corral enough of this

to make a feature length film,

ready to take the chance of having
the government get them for false

advertising, the reports say.

A rumor was current this week
that the Hays office had issued a

sub rosa ban on “Ingagi,” in-

structing their theatres to lay off

of it. One story had it that the

RKO Orpheum here planned to

play the film for a couple more
weeks, and could have done so to

excellent returns, had they not got
their orders to jerk it.

These reports were denied in

toto and emphatically at Fred
Beetson’s office. It was declared

that insofar as that office knew the

film was authentic, and there would
be no reason whatsoever for any
attempt to ban it. As proof of this

assertion, it was stated that the

RKO presumably had booked
picture over its entire circuit.

the

re-

his

Paul Whiteman is slated to

turn to Los Angeles with
band ,to open a night spot, accord-
ing to report.

The word is that he will open
up an open-air garden resort,

gaily decorated and brilliantly

lighted, with a lawn for dancing
and leafy bowers for hide-away
tables, somewhat similar to the

place he made so popular in Paris

Location of the spot, or prob-

able date of opening, are not yet

revealed, but it will probably be
somewhere near the Culver City

resort district and start operating
in the early summer.

“SUBWAY” PLANS

With the return of I. Blatt to

New York from a trip to Europe,
it is believed he will shortly carry

out previously conceived plans for

producing “Subway Express”, in

Los Angeles. His trip was under-
stood to be for the purpose of con-

cluding a deal, for production of the

play in London this fall, and the

local run, if it materializes, is ex-

pected to begin at about the same
time.

IS GOLF IMPRESSARIO

Horace Murphy, former head of

Murphy’s Comedians, has opened
one of the' miniature golf courses

which are the present craze around
these parts. His is located on
Western avenue.

BILL GETS JUDGMENT

Bill Meiklejohn, who left the

Pom Pom Cafe two months prior

to its recent closing, last week
won judgment against Hale Hug-
gins, the Pom Pom proprietor, in

the sum of $1400.

The merger rumor market, long
dormant, picked up this week, with
RKO being the bull stock for the

prediction boys.
The report that went circulating

through various quarters had RKO
clearing the way for a big absorp-
tion program that was to be quick

and effective when launched.

The rumored RKO plan was
twofold: first, a closer production
contact with Columbia than that

revealed in recent announcement
that RKO theatres would play all

Columbia pictures; secondly, a re-

vival of the once “hot” reports

that RKO was to take over, under
merger, the Pathe studios.

It is not generally felt that

RKO’s ambitious program, an-

nounced when the outfit entered

the picture field through the Ra-
dio, Keith-Orpheum merger, has

been justified by developments to

date. The feeling at that time was
that RKO intended to keep on
developing in theatre acquisition

and picture making until they

overtopped the field by sheer

weight of power and expenditures.

In many quarters it was predicted

then that RKO would become the

‘parent” picture company for

every other company in Holly-

wood, with the possible exception

of Fox, then rated one independent

who intended to stay that way.
Other Interest

But if this was the intention, it

has not been fulfilled. Paramount
and Loew’s still are generally rated

ahead of it in both the making
and distribution of pictures, and it

not felt that this situation will

be allowed to continue by the pow-
erful radio interests.

Consequently, when the Colum-
bia announcement was made, it

,s felt that RKO must have

some other interest than, the mere
playing of Columbia pictures in

RKO houses. And this despite

the fact that Columbia has been

turning out an exceptionally high

grade class of product. But, with

all the money back of Radio, fig-

uring it as to why these houses

should not play their own pictures

exclusively, making as many as

necessary for the purpose, rather

than booking in the pictures for

some rival production concern.

Two Advantages
The angle concerning Pathe

stands on a somewhat different

basis, for, besides securing the

pictures of this company, which
is now making them all of the big-

ger variety, there are two distinct

advantages to be gained to RKO
should they obtain the other com-
pany.

First of these is the matter of

the Pathe newsreel. The popu-

larity of the various news,reels is

unquestioned. No well balanced

class house bill is complete with-

out one. And it would seem to

be distinctly to the advantage of

every big studio to have its own.
Fox, Paramount, M-G-M, and
Universal are all set in this de-

partment, leaving RKO somewhat
of an outsider.

A second consideration is the

Pathe-DuPont alliance. With a

direct tie-in between the combined
RKO and Pathe and the DuPont
film concern, profits would ac-

crue to all involved, RKO by
the returns they would get on
their own expenditures for film

from DuPont, and DuPont from
the increased revenue assured by
RKO using its film.

Helps Rumor
The rumors of this latter deal

got big impetus from the resig-

nation from Pathe of Joseph P.

Kennedy. Kennedy is not known
as a man who will play second fid-

dle in any band, even in so grand
a one as RKO. So, the report

goes, his resignation was a pre-

liminary to a merger which would
have no place for him in the lineup

had he remained with Pathe.
All of which remains to be seen.

Marion Kohn Resigns
Marion Kohn resigned as

sistant business manager of
lumbia Pictures last Saturday,

place has not yet been filled.

BACK AT SAVOY

as-

Co-
His

Eddie Lawrence, character actor,

has returned to the cast of the Sa-
voy Players, San Diego, and opens
in the title role of “Cappy Ricks.”
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NEW TYPE SHOWS BIG NECESSITY
Big Wide Screen Sked Is Announced
FILM RECEIPTS OFF

III PICTURE HOUSES

DURING PAST WEEK
Film receipts were generally off

at the Los Angeles class stands
during the past week, the only
bright spot being the second stan-

za of “Caught Short,” moved from
Loew’s State to the Boulevard,
where it grossed $15,755, eclipsing

the previous high for this house
by $2700 and tripling recent aver-
ages.

Extra 24-sheeting, and pre-bill-

ing of “Hell’s Angels” for the
Chinese, chased a little better busi-

ness to that house for the McCor-
mack “Song O’ My Heart,” bring-

ing the week’s gross to $17,276,

better than for three weeks but

still below house average, which
is about $22,500.

Third week of “All Quiet on the

Western Front” held grosses fairly

steady at the Carthay Circle to

the tune of $19,505, six thou better

than house average and a decline

of only a grand from the week
previous. HI SI

The last four days of Paul
Whiteman at the Criterion showed
the “King of Jazz” sick with a

gross of $3862. Loew’s State also

was off with a gross of $27,889
for “Her Golden Calf” and the F.

& M. “Smiles Idea.” Average is

around $33,000. The Egyptian also

suffered with Buddy Rogers in

“Young Eagles” and the “Box O’
Candy” Idea, grossing two grand
below average with $9297.

The Warner Bros. Hollywood
sagged four thou below average
with “Courage,” grossing $16,700.

The Downtown recovered a little

from A1 Jolson, taking $17,400

with “Numbered Men,” but still

away below house average.

The two Publix houses were off

also. “Young Man of Manhattan”
at the Paramount grossed only

$22,000 against an average of $28,-

000, and the second wek of “Bad
One” at the United Artists took in

$14,800, against an average of

$18,000.

The last week of “Ingagi” faded

away off to about $13,000, less than
half the previous week’s business,

at the Orpheum. “Cuckoos” in

there now is building on word of

mouth and may run three weeks.

PAR, SHOWS SET

(Continued from Page 1)

the orchestra in one of the local

Publix houses and may possibly

return as organist at the Califor-

nia. Flarold Ramsay, formerly at

the Paramount, has left for Dallas
and Ron and Don succeed him
here. First Paramount show will

have A1 Norman, Clyde Hager,
Marie Sweeney and a line of girls.

Gourfain’s plans call for a perma-
nent line of girls in each of the

three Northwest houses while the
acts in the show will troupe.

Phil Lampkin will handle the
m.c. job in Portland and Paul
Spor, also from the East, will be
in Seattle.

Inauguration of stage shows and
traveling troupes has necessitated
a shifting in opening days with
the Paramount changing from
Thursday to a Friday opening and
the Portland and Seattle house also

being shoved back a day.
Charles Manning, recently ap-

pointed musical supervisor for

Publix on the Coast, is arranging
the changes in the music policy of

the Western houses.

MAY LOCATE HERE

Brock Pemberton, producer of

“Strictly Dishonorable” in the east,

and who came west to oversee the
coast production of the play at the
Biltmore, is planning to open of-

fices in L. A. for the production of

a series of
,

plays here. His views
are understood to be that the talkies

have made this city a big show
spot, with an increased interest in

in-person entertainment.

June Terry •

June Terry, talented 7-year-old pupil of Mile. Gita Rayeva, fre-

quently appears in dance programs at local clubs, chambers of com-
merce, and social affairs, and always scores heavily. June recently

made a successful appearance at the Salon Musicale of the St. Fran-
cis Hotel, San Francisco, with her solo dance numbers, “Little Ball-

erina” and “Fashion Walk” (modeling) and stood out distinctly in

several group dances, “Butterflies,” “Fairies” and “The Tandem.”

W. C. MAY REVIVE

STOCK COMPANIES

West Coast was reported this

week to be considering opening a

goodly number of condensed ver-

sion stock companies for various
of their houses in the smaller
towns.
No confirmation of the report

could be obtained at the W. C.

general offices, and the Fanchon
and Marco organization, which has
just been given charge of all West
Coast stage shows, declared they
knew nothing of the rumored
move.
West Coast had stock companies

out before the coming of the talk-

ies, the most popular of which
was headed by Bob MacKenzie.
This company first played up
around the district toward San
Berdu, proving highly popular,

and later won even greater draw-
ing power in the beach towns. The
tallde craze ended the stock show-
ings, which are now reported un-
der consideration for revival.

CASTING JOB OPEN

The job of casting director for

Tiffany Productions was open this

week, following resignation of

Frank Roderick from the position

last Saturday. Abe Levine, of the

Coburn and Levine Agency, was
temporarily in the position, having
agreed to function in the capacity

for Tiffany until they could find

a permanent successor to Roder-
ick. Roderick resigned to rejoin

Central Casting, which organiza-

tion he left to become associated

with the Fox casting office.

WILL HAYS HERE

Will H. Hays arrived in Los An-
geles this week, over a month
ahead of the usual time of his

semi-annual trip to the coast. He
set up his trip to this date from
the first week in July to be here

to address the Foreign Trade Con-
vention. He is due to speak on
the topic of the relation of motion
pictures to the foreign trade situ-

ation. While here he will hold his

regular semi-annual meeting with
producers and studio executives.

He is expected to remain about
two weeks. Accompanying him is

his secretary, Earl Bright.

Jack Wall, well known in Los
Angeles as a theatrical man and
sportsman, dropped dead in Roch-
ester, Minn., this week, according
to word received here by Si Mas-
ters, of the Olympic Auditorium.

Flo Ziegfeld

Tried to Sign

Lucille Page

Lucille Page, whose picture ap-

pears on page one of this issue of

Inside Facts, was wanted by Flor-

enz Ziegfeld, but he couldn’t get

her.

This happened on Lucille’s last

trip to New York. Ziegfeld tried

to buy up her Fanchon and Marco
contract, but his efforts met with
no success.

Already she has been featured in

four F. and M. Ideas, including
her present stellar position in the

“Goodfellows” Idea, now current

at the New Fox Theatre, San
Francisco. The others were the

“Bath Tub” Idea, the “Hats’-’

Idea, in which she was co-fea-

tured with Charlie Murray, and
the “Beauty” Idea.

Lucille comes from a theatrical

family. Her father, now retired

from show business, is owner of

the Hacienda golf course, and gets

a strong play from the profession.

SEE BRIGHTER TIMES

The slack period which has pre-

vailed in the studios is expected to

pick up now that Old Man Sol has

set a definite okeh on Summer is

Here. The studios have been go-
ing light while rain was a prob-
ability, not to mention eclipses, but
the optimistic word is that greater

activity is on the books now that

companies can go on day locations

with a 100-to-l chance of coming
home dry and with film in the can.

BOOKED FOR PLAYHOUSE

“June Moon” has been booked
to open at the Hollywood Play-

house Saturday night. The show,
which had a lay-off week on its

itinerary, was slated for the house
after it had reverted to the Holly-
wood Playhouse Realty Co. when
proceedings in bankruptcy were
filed against Henry Duffy last

week.

IN M. B. CAST

Casting has been completed for

the production of “Wound Stripe,”

to be offered by the Civic Reper-
tory Players at the Hollywood
Music Box, opening May 26. It

will run two weeks. The play is

co-authored by Nell Blackwell and
Roland Edwards, and the latter

will supervise the production. In
the cast are Vernon Steel, Doris
Packer, Walter Bonn, Edna Ben-
nett and Jane Laverne.

NEW SYSTEM SAID

TO HAVE SCREEN

AS ONLY EXPENSE

A new wide screen announce-

ment, claimed by its sponsors to

foreshadow a saving of $200,000,-

000 to the picture industry, has

been made.

M. H. Hoffman, formerly gen-

eral manager for Tiffany-Stahl, is

the main figure in the company
backing the product, called “The
Giant Screen System.” Company
name is Liberty Productions Co.,

Ltd., formed not only for the pur-
pose of putting forth the screen,

but also for picture production.
Working at the Metropolitan stu-

dios, it is stated, the company will

make a program of ' 12 picturiza-

tions of stage plays, for distribu-

tion both in wide screen and ordi-

nary sizes, and eight more pre-

tentious productions suitable for

roadshowing, also to be made in

the two sizes. Several million dol-

lars will be spent in the produc-
tion department, it is stated. The
wide screen versions will be sold
to exhibitors at only a nominal
cost over the smaller sized pic-

tures, it is declared.

The Giant System is said to be
a combination of lens, camera and
film process, which, Hoffman says,

has been demonstrated to excellent
response to audiences of film pro-
ducers. The only equipment neces-
sary for use of it will be a screen
to suit the width of the stage or
proscenium.
Associated with Hoffman in the

organization are Victor and Ed-
ward Halperin and Herman Gum-
bin of the General Fiber Co. of

Chicago.

Z0MOEE1G
IS PEACE ADVANCE

(Continued from Page 1 )

and a lot of friction and dissension
was expected in some quarters.

Conciliatory Mood
However, the majors turned out

to be in conciliatory mood, having
previously come to accept the fact

that the public wanted what they
wanted, and that it would only be
a waste of time and effort to try

to compel them to accept some-
thing else. Hence, intelligence

proved the better part of arbitra-

tion.

New zoning areas have been
agreed upon whereby former in-

equalities are removed, very much
to the advantage of the indepen-
dent operator. All difficulties have
been smoothed out and the repre-

sentatives of the three interests

—

producers, distributors and exhib-

itors— are jubilant over the out-

come.
For One Year

The new agreements continue in

force for one year, and in order to

provide for any points that may
arise in that time, a continuing
committee has been appointed,
with a representative from each
side, with full power to act upon
subjects as they come up.

C. C. Pettijohn, here from New
York in the interests of the Film
Board of Trade, was obviously de-

lighted and encouraged with the
results of the local meetings. Al-
though not officially a part of the
deliberations, his counsel was ad-
mittedly a large factor in their

success, and he returns to New
York with his mission an unquali-
fied success.

ST. JOHN BACK

Ivan St. John, new assistant to

Carl Laemmle jr., Universal gen-
eral manager, returned to Holly-
wood from New York last Friday.
He accompanied Laemmle and
other U. execs to New York for

opening of “All Quiet” and for

conferences concerning the coming
program. Junior is expected back
in about a week. St. John had no
word to give out concerning the
result of the N. Y. confabs.

NEIGHBORHOOD PULL

FUOM FIRST RU1S

A survey of first run exhibitor

opinion up and down the Pacific

Coast reveals an almost unani-

mous belief that the downtown
houses must add some form of en-

tertainment in addition to pictures

if they are not to lose the bulk of

their business to the neighbor-

hoods.

However, the majority opinion
holds, a return to the former type
of stage show is not the answer.
This was well shorn of its drawing
power prior to the advent of the
talkies, by too much similarity and
repetition.

“The man with an idea that will
differentiate the 65-cent entertain-
ment from the 20-cent entertain-
ment of the neighborhoods can
clean up a fortune, provided it is

something new and a real bid for
public favor,” it was declared in

one inside quarter this week.

Surrounding Only
“All such a man has to do is

slip the entertainment into his
house without disclosing his hand,
and he’ll have them coming in

droves. Right now, what with the
national hard times, amusement
business is taking a big jolt in the
higher priced houses. The near-
panic conditions are making a 45-
cent saving once or twice a week
look like a ring around the moon
in most homes, and it is a problem
to extract that extra cash.

“Add to this the extra cost of
driving downtown and of parking,'
and it’s a big item in the family
budget.”
One class house exhibitor phrased

it thus:

“With the passing of stage en-
tertainment, all that was left to us
in the .first run houses was our
more sumptuous surroundings. And
the psychology of people, under the
pressure of hard times, has made
this become more of a detriment
than an asset. When a man is

worried about his cash for living

purposes, he is more than ever apt
to resent the ‘dog

1 with which it

has become the custom to greet
him at the class house entrances.
He just wants to sort of sneak in,

sit in the dark with his troubles,
and sneak out again.”

Want Orchestras
A great many of the theatre

managers believe that the first step
that should be taken as a bid to
bring back the trade from the
neighborhoods to the downtown
houses is the reinstallation of or-

chestras. They declare that music
always has its biggest popularity
in hard times, when people are
more or less in a mood to let go
under its spell, either in senti-

mental sadness or in carefree aban-
don to its strains. But this alone
will not suffice, they say, as color

and life on the stage also must be
added.
One suggestion is for musical

tabs, equally divided between ca-

vorting chorines and laughs.

“A good comic would be worth
his weight in gold at my house
these days,” it was declared by one
manager. “The people are laugh
hungry; they want to laugh off

their worries. Give me a good
comic every week, backed up by a
flashy looking line, and I wouldn’t
be uncorking the red ink week by
week.”

All do not agree to this, but the
opinion is in vast majority that

stage shows must return, but not
the same stuff as went on the
boards up to the talkie era.

WILLS LOOKING FOR
BIG SUMMER SEASON

The Walter S. Wills School of

State Dancing in Hollywood ex-

pects to have the largest enroll-

ment for its summer classes of the

current year than for any summer
season since the studio was opened
nine years ago, according to Wills,

executive head of the school.

The summer classes will be
started in June immediately fol-

lowing the close of the school

term. Wills is now arranging the

summer schedule.

Additional units will be started

for both stage and motion picture

productions.
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Picture Reviews ~ Previews " Shorts
“THE DIVORCEE”
M-G-M PICTURE
(Reviewed May 16)

If this is M-G-M’s first contribu-
tion to the newly announced Hays
Code of Ethics, one is left to won-
der what the end will be. “Adul-
tery,” declared Mr. Hays, “must
not be presented in a sympathetic
light.” Which this film straight-
way does through its entire length.
And forcefully, for Norma Shearer,
playing the role of the wife who
“squares accounts” with a philan-
dering husband, handles hes role
with an appeal and an acting ability
that never for a moment fails to
win sympathy in unstinted measure.

Ursula Parrott’s novel, “Ex-
Wife,” was declared anathema for
screen presentation. So they just
changed the title, advertised it only
as from “a novel by Ursula Par-
rott,” and went about the making
of a very good picture. If the
Haysitian ban had stood, the public
would have lost some good enter-
tainment.

But the credit does not go to

Miss Parrott. Rather to John Mee-
han, who did the continuity for the
picture; to Miss Shearer and the
cast for their artistry, and to Rob-
ert Z. Leonard for direction. The
book’s kick was in the cleverness of

the lines, the story being rather nil

except for its spicy moments. But
Meehan has made a good picture,

not by adapting the book, but by
throwing everything in it away ex-

cept the names of the characters
and a couple of situations. Which
is another argument for the thesis

that screen plays should be written
by screen writers, and a mere tak-

ing over of a book or a play for

screen presentation is a poor pol-

icy. For, with a few changes,
M-G-M could have had this play
without buying “Ex-Wife.” As it

stands on the screen, it is Mee-
han’s and not Ursula’s work. What
the studio got for its money was
the title it did not use.

The work of Miss Shearer is the
biggest single feature of “The Di-
vorcee.” The plot ends very weak-
ly, though morally. There are
some good dramatic situations, but
the direction of Leonard and the
acting of Miss Shearer and her
supporting cast are more to be hon-
ored for this than the story. A
tone of naturalness is kept through-
out, and consequently the story
moves along with a smooth and in-

teresting flow.

The
.
story opens with the en-

gagement of the girl (Miss Shearer)
to a newspaperman (Chester Mor-
ris). There is a disappointed suitor

(Conrad Nagel). In his despair
Nagel drives recklessly in a car
with a girl who is in love with him.
The car is wrecked and the girl

disfigured for life. As his duty,

Nagel marries her, upon the same
day upon which occurs the mar-
riage of Miss Shearer and Morris.
Things go smoothly in the Shear-

er-Morris menage until an evening
upon which the wife discovers that

he has been unfaithful. As he de-
clares that was nothing,

_

she evens
the score by being unfaithful with
a friend of theirs (played by Rob-
ert Montgomery). Morris demands
a divorce, and after

_
the divorce

there are a whole series of jewel-

giving men in the ex-wife’s life.

Finally she meets Nagel again, and
a romance is born. But the ex-
wife sees her duty and his as re-

maining faithful to his disfigured

wife, and so that romance ends.

There is the final moralistic sop of

a reunion between Miss Shearer
and her former husband. And this

is the one point that rings hollow-
ly. That and a minor point where-
in Miss Shearer, dressed in paja-

mas, makes a complete change to
evening dress in the length of time
it takes Chester Morris to walk
across a room.

EXHIBITORS’ VIEWPOINT:
This is boxoffice, and has especial

allure for the women. In fact it is

just such a tonic as the jaded pub-
lic appetite, feminine division, finds

most stimulating. There are pub-
licity angles galore on the domestic
problem theme, not particularly

new, of the justness of the single

standard. And Shearer fans will

ballyhoo building up in spots where
this is not the strong draw.

PRODUCERS’ VIEWPOINT:
Direction of Robert Z. Leonard

is very strong, and he continues to

keep interest up to a high point
throughout. He has carried the
play through with a sure touch for

the natural, which is the appealing.

His rating is placeable among the
best of the natural dramatic direc-

tors.

John Meehan,- as before remarked,
did an excellent job with the adap-
tation, rather deserving credit for a

well-done original than for a screen
translation.

CASTING DIRECTORS’
VIEWPOINT: Norma Shearer
reassumes her place of high popu-
larity by her work in this picture,

following the rather weak talkie ve-

hicles she was given lately. She
demonstrates beyond all question

that, the material being there, she

can put it across for full value, and
takes rank among the best dra-

matic actresses yet found by the

talkies.

The balance of the cast is uni-

formly good, -but with none equal-

ing work they have done in other

pictures, due to lesser chances.

Chester Morris, Conrad Nagel
and Robert Montgomery are the

three featured support players, and
each turns in 100 per cent work,

but without the demands of their

roles giving them opportunity for

outstanding performances.

Even more so is this true of the

balance of the. cast, which includes

Florence Eldridge, Helen Millard,

Robert Elliott, Mary Doran, Tyler

Brooke, Zelda Sears, George Irving

and Helen Johnson.
Frederick.

‘LADY OF SCANDAL’
M-G-M PICTURE
(Reviewed at Paramount Theatre)

This play ran along with the

usual smoothness which M-G-M
injects into its sophisticated pro-

ductions, and for the type of role

assigned her, none is brought to

mind who could have played the

central part better than did Ruth
Chatterton. But the acting high-

light of the film goes to Basil

Rathbone, who, in one short scene

at a telephone, indubitably estab-

lished his right to be rated a man
of tremendous histrionic power. It

is doubtful if in an equal length

of footage, any smoother running

of emotional gamut has been done,

with less apparent effort, than that

offered herein by Rathbone.
“Lady of Scandal,” which inci-

dentally is a misnomer, there be-

ing no scandal in the whole story,

is from the Frederick Lonsdale
stage play, “The High Road.”
Everything is polite, emotions are

held within the demands of eti-

quette, there is much ceremonious
ado over nothing, and in certain

play-educated spots it doubtlessly

will be declared great. But from
a movie standpoint, one frequent-

ly wishes the even tenor would be
cracked up by some fast action,

and that the comedy was not of

so uniformly an accepted stage
pattern. In other words, more
movie and less play would have
been welcome.
The plot is an innocuous and a

by no means new entanglement,
and it is the even, forward-moving
and sympathetic direction of Syd-
ney Franklin, plus an almost uni-
form excellence of acting that

makes the picture worthwhile.
The story is laid in a stiff, con-

vention-bound household of the
British nobility. Into this circle

comes consternation with the news
that its son is to wed an actress.

He brings the actress down, and
how she wins over the family to

her friendship is the opening
theme. But half way along the
story course, a new element en-
ters. This time the tangle is that
she has fallen in love with another
member of the family, and he with
her. Her fiance, sensing the situ-

ation, withdraws from the field,

but the other man has been for
long entangled with a woman
whose husband is a cripple. Just
as he has decided to definitely

duty, and sends him back to the
woman. Thus the scorned show
woman turns out to be the noblest
of the lot, and it is on this note
that the picture ends.

EXHIBITORS’ VIEWPOINT:
This is a well done sophisticated
picture, and houses which can play
this type of story to good returns,

should do neatly with it, consider-
ing the name draw of Ruth Chat-
terton and the favorable word-of-
mouth which it will get from those
who like it.

PRODUCERS’ VIEWPOINT:
Sydney Franklin directed so ably
as to prove himself among the
most capable in this type of work.
The adaptation was well done in

the dramttic department of it, but
the comedy was frequently forced
and often laboriously tedious.

CASTING DIRECTORS’
VIEWPOINT: Ruth Chatterton
added to her record another of
the type of roles to which the
pictures have consigned her. She
did this one with her usual abil-

ity. Basil Rathbone, in addition
to his one cum laude telephone
scene, held up throughout to a
high standard of competence, prov-
ing a most decided asset to the
film.

Frederick Kerr as a grumpy
old nobleman, stood out in his
earlier scenes, but a drunk scene
by him, and some following broad
comedy, didn’t measure up to what
it might have. But, all in all,

very god. Nance O’Neil, as his
wife, lost no opportunity of her
role.

Ralph Forbes played the first

fiance in a straightaway leading
fashion, with no discernible fault.

McKenzie Ward lent his usual
line of sap comedy, while Effie
Ellsler made a most sympathetic
type for a beloved aunt.

Completing the cast satisfactor-
ily were Herbert Burnstone, Cyril
Chadwick, Robert Bolder, Moon
Carroll and Edgar Norton.

Frederick.

“LOVIN’ THE LADIES”
RADIO PICTURE
(Reviewed at RKO Theatre)
A polite comedy that started out

under control but finally went farce.
But it was good entertainment and
scored a lot of heavy laughter in its

broad moments.
The picture is done from the

original play “I Love You,” by
William Le Baron, Radio chief, and
is excellent film material, being
played on home grounds, takes a
young and ambitious mechanic into
social realms, has plenty of comedy
and iS charged heavily with roman-
tic interest.

The story stars Richard Dix as
an electrical repair man, labor lead-
er and orator, called to fix some
balky house lights in the home of
Allen Kearns, wealthy scion of the
four hundred. An argument has
been going on in which Kearns has
taken the position that any two
people could be made to fall in love
if they were thrown together in the
right environment. Selmer Jack-
son, another denizen of society, has
opposed him and the result is a
$5000 wager, with Jackson’s the
privilege of picking the principals
of the experiment.
Jackson chooses Dix, and for the

other principal picks Renee Mac-
ready, bored social spinster, the lat-

ter kept in ignorance of the plan
and the former bought with an of-

fer of $2500, against his principles,
but . Complications are intro-
duced by having Dix fall in love
with Lois Wilson, one of the so-
ciety group, and by having Betty
revealed as being enamored of the
butler, Anthony Bushell, Oxford
graduate “roughing it” in America.
The bet fizzles in a double romance.
There is a theatrical absurdity in

the thought of any Oxford grad of
independent means butling for an
American family, but how else have
him attractive to the ennuid Betty?
But the ranks of honest American
workmen can find inspiration in the
ability of representative Dix to not
only wear clothes like a Lord Ches-
terfield, but to wear an air of most
fashionable boredom in the very
fastnesses of American aristocracy.

Of such things is democracy made.
EXHIBITORS’ VIEWPOINT:

This_ is generally good program
booking, with a safe cast, safe story
and plenty of comedy. The horny-
handed son of toil has not crashed
society in pictures so much of late

and the fans ought to like it. Dix
is careful of his camera angles and
will draw heavily from his follow-
ing among the more mature ladies,

and Rita La Roy is there in an un-
necessary-to-the-plot vampish role

to furnish heart appeal for the

Romeos. All classes will feel they
have had their money’s worth of
entertainment, with the possible ex-
ception of the younger kiddies.

PRODUCERS’ VIEWPOINT:
Plenty of flaws, which slip by in
the main. Their elimination, how-
ever, would have made it a better
picture.

Dix was a little too smooth in
his social role, considering his sup-
posed background. It is one thing
to be a well-read mechanic, and an-
other to be a self-possessed dille-
tante, especially in a strange world.
And a settee scene in the “environ-
ment” episode could have been han-
dled with better taste, preserving
the polite flavor of the previous
scenes, putting the situation over
just as effectively and losing no ele-

ments of comedy. „

It is a matter for grateful relief
that a society house party was not
made the excuse for working in a
girl show and a couple of theme
songs. Just imagine a situation
calling for romantic environment
and dreamy music having its back-
ground furnished by a lone fiddle!
What do you make of that, Mister
Watson? (It means, Sherlock, that
the Dawn Is Caming.)

Melville Brown directed.

CASTING DIRECTORS’
VIEWPOINT: Although safely
cast with veteran principals, there
remains plenty of room for argu-
ment. The romantic leads are sup-
posed to be young and impression-
able, falling in love at sight, almost,
and the industry knows how long
these exceedingly capable veterans
have been casting their shadows on
the silver screen. The youthful
spirit does not glow in their faces,
nor does love suffuse them when
they gaze tenderly at each other.
This, however, takes nothing from
the fine, trouping, technical ability
of Dix and Miss Wilson.

Allen Kearns carries himself very
well as the motivator of the plot
and turns in a smooth piece of
work, ably seconded by Renee Mac-
ready as the bored lady. Rita La
Roy furnished a moment of burn-
ing passion by way of color and
was over-directed into farce.
The work of Virginia Sale as a

maid, Selmer Jackson as a social
friend, Anthony Bushell as butler,
and Henry Armetta as fiddler, was
of a good, high standard character,
and furnished excellent support.

Yeates.'

“YOUNG MAN OF
MANHATTAN”

PARAMOUNT PICTURE
(Reviewed May 15)
This picture will prove popular

as program entertainment with the
public, considering the lack of fa-
vorites’ names in the cast, but it

will be even more popular with the
critics. The story is right in the
backyard of the latter, having to
do with a girl writer and a boy
writer who get married and thence
proceed to crash the big writing
money. Which is the Cinderella
story of newspaper folk, critics in-
cluded.

Otherwise the picture is mainly
notable for bringing a most able
and personable leading man to at-
tention, to-wit: Norman Foster,
who handles his role with a lack of
stage consciousness and an attract-
iveness that is highly pleasing and
somewhat different. Other capable
people in the cast include Claudette
Colbert and Charles Ruggles, here-
tofore known, and Ginger Rogers,
who plays her part well but does
not herein prove a sensation.
The picture is adapted from the

Satevepost
_

story of Katherine
Brush, and is no unusual one. In
fact, most writers at some time in
their lives do one like it (as filmed)
or collect notes with that purpose.
The idea of jazz-mad youth is lost
in the translation, and it emerges
just another story of newspaper
people.

The theme of the picture is based
on the fact that Miss Colbert and
Foster get married, and though do-
mestically loving, are rivals in writ-
ing a rivalry which he feels be-
cause she is making good money
and he is not. But all his resolu-
tions to do better fade out in lazi-

ness and dissipation, until at length
there is a split-up. He drifts on
until he becomes blinded by boot-
leg booze, whereupon he sits down,

writes half a novel in ten days and
gets a $1000 advance royalty check.
Quite remarkable. There is a lesser

motif in the fact that a wealthy
man loves her, and there is danger
of her becoming his wife after a
divorce from the failure-hubby. But
of course this does' not materialize,

nor is it conceivable that anyone in

the audience ever is seriously con-
cerned that it will happen.

EXHIBITORS’ VIEWPOINT:
This is good average entertainment,
and draw will depend largely upon
how it is sold with no particular
movie names to get ’em coming.
Prognostication is that it will go
strong in some houses and weak in

others. Better look it over.

PRODUCERS’ VIEWPOINT:
Monta Bell directed surely and
with a steady forward march of

story and interest. It is plain to be
seen that his treatment was sympa-
thetic,' and this phase makes many
scenes far above average, with the
entire picture rating above the mid-
dle mark.

Robert Fresnell gets credit for

the good adaptation.

CASTING DIRECTORS’
VIEWPOINT: Norman Foster is

a natural for the talkies, now that
the merely good-looking leading
men are in the discard and talent

as well as attractiveness is neces-
sary. He is thoroughly convincing,
and with excellent screen presence.

Claudette Colbert again proves up
as a feminine lead of unusual merit,
though bigger dramatic roles have
permitted her higher honors in the
past pictures she has been in. But
her casting for the current role was
exactly right and she handled it

just that way.

Charles Ruggles appears again in

his only too familiar sloppy re-

porter characterization, and does it

as per usual, which is better than
anyone else on the screen has yet
achieved.

Ginger Rogers is another baby-
talk girl, being the usual type in

this classification. Her work is up
to all demands.
Completing the cast are Leslie

Austin, H. Dudley Hawley and the
Four Aalubu Sisters.

Frederick.

‘THE CUCKOOS’
RADIO PICTURE
(Reviewed at RKO Theatre)
This was made for nonsense

belly laughs only, and it brings
them in. Bert Wheeler and Rob-
ert Woolsey, teaming again after

their hit in RKO’s “Rio Rita,”

clown through for one of the low
comedy hits of the season, and it

will take a mighty sour-minded
person not to render this produc-
tion the tribute of long and loud
laughter. At the present state of

talkie development, this one looks
like just the stuff the public, by
and . large, wants; having action,

color of setting and comedy. No
big smash, but mighty good box-
office entertainment where word-
of-mouth means business, and
laughs are the big draw.
“The Cuckoos” is taken from

the New York stage play, “The
Ramblers,” by Guy Bolton, Harry
Ruby and Bert Kalmar. The mu-
sic is tuneful and well rendered,
with a lingering melody in “I Love
You So,” and the remainder not
particularly catchy stuff but quite
adequate.
The plot is the usual light mu-

sical play material. It concerns
two American fortune tellers

(played by Wheeler and Wool-
sey), who wander into Mexico. A
band of gypsies, acting under or-

(Continued on Page 9)
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TO BOOK 500 HOUSES FROM L. A.
STORY MARKET TO

I0E

Horton May Produce Stock
Season at Hollyw’d Playhouse

F-

E

IS WRITERS’ HOPE

When the picture producers ex-

haust their supply of available re-

makes, the Hollywood story mar-

ket is going to “crack wide open.”

At least that’s the belief which is

making for a bigger (and maybe
better) turnout of originals in the

cinema city at the present time, and

which has all the story agents
keeping the office doors open de-

spite a not-so-good condition, in

their line of business for the past
year or two.

Wandering among the story
agents disclosed an activity far be-
yond that which is warranted by
the actual sale of originals to the

studios. Except for the big name
writers of pictureland, the freelance

writing field went floppo when the

indes got submerged in the sea of

sound. The story agents, who for-

merly managed to pay the rent and
then some by fairly frequent sales

to the independent field, with al-

ways a chance for a comparative
clean-up by disposal of a novel to

one or the other of the big studios,

found a tough situation confront-
ing them when almost overnight
their market became limited to the
major production plants. The man
who had to make the story was
available in the inde studios, and if

there was a good one to market he
could be sold. But the routine of

the big studios was a hard hill to

climb. There are as many “no-men”
in the reading departments as there

are yes-men in the asst, dir, div.,

and salesmanship didn’t mean a

thing because the man who would
be interested in getting a good
story—the director or the producer
—could not be reached through the

barrier- of the readers.

Changing Demand
The result was a big bear market

for writers and agents.

But changing public reaction to

pictures was a rift in the clouds.

The pictures rushed to New York
for everything that town had to

offer, and what they got was a lot

of ultra-sophistichted stuff that

Graf-zepped miles over the heads
of the juvenile mentalities of the

picture audiences. Th'e writing is

on the wall for this class of stuff,

with occasional boxoffice knockouts
in the field excepted. They want
’em “movie.”
There was another supply, how-

ever, and that was the remake
field. The old silent scripts were
dup up, given conversation, and
foisted out on the public as some-
thing new. A very questionable
policy, and one which, so the opin-

ion goes, is due to skid fast and
hard.

How They See It

So, reasons the writing field, with
the New York plays barred by
their too sophisticated trend, with
the remakes due to fade as twice-

sold goods, and with the public

wanting ’em movie, where else are,

the producers going to turn except
to the movie writers?

Glimpses Seen
By the Office

Pick-Up Man

The Sisters G. going into the

Knickerbocker . . . masculine necks

craned for half a block each way
. . . Frank Leigh getting the glad

hand around the Tiffany lot . . .

Wesley Barry also giving this spot

the o. o. . . . Arthur Q. Hager-
man in his new office admitting
that “Journey’s End” is knocking
’em dead . . . Joseph Swikard out
for a Sunday morning airing

bright and early (11:30 a. m.) . . .

Joan Crawford obliging with a

score of autographs at the “John
Ganton” first night . . . Boris Kar-
loff of “The Criminal Code” tak-

ing his Scotch Terrier for a prom-
enade along the Boulevard . . .

and being stopped pretty often by
dog admirers . . . Lionel Belmore
greeting friends from Highland
Avenue to Vine Street . . . They
all know Lionel, and he’s some
greeter . . . Fred Sullivan rushing
around at a lot of miles per despite

Tuesday’s heat . . .v He’s a busy
man, Fred . . . Jimmy Bush en

route to N. Y. on 24 hours’ notice

to take part on Broadway . . .

and he made it all right . . .

Miss Soo Young, mistress-of-

ceremonies of the Mei Lan-Fang
organization, inquiring around Hol-
lywood about the picture situation

... all in her Oriental garb, too

. . . Abe Levine explaining for the

steenth time that printed reports

that he ’s Tiffany’s new casting

director were erroneous . . . Wil-
son B. Heller telling the_ world
that there are plenty of miniature

golf courses around So. Cal . . .

Norman Sper trying for a hole-

in -one on one of them
. _. . Lar-

ry Darmour glad - handing the

RKO convention delegates . . . A1
Herman doing likewise while
thinking out new gags for his

Darmour kid series . . . Mark
Larkin from a trip up the coast

and facing a mountain of mail . . .

Hal Reid, thinking about a jour-

ney to the effete East . . . them
there New Yawk lights is beckon-
ing . . . Maurice Chevalier buy-
ing a new straw hat ... in

person . . . Patrick Shanley bid-

ding fond adieu to the Continental
Hotel ... a song plugger (don’t

all look guilty), mailing “fan”
postcards to radio stations . . .

Bernard Prager and Sig Bosley
fighting over a luncheon check.

Ira La Motte greeting the cus-
tomers . . . Eddie Peabody saying
Hello . . . Paul Fix in a fix . . .

had to make a speech . . . Irving
Hallman punching holes in a pair

of tickets . . . Rube Wolf back in

town . . . vacationing in the sun-
shine after his Eastern servitude.

Johnny Mack Brown at the Vine
Street . . . giving his new leonine
crop of hair an airing . . . looks
like a Garbo bob even now . . .

Edmund Breese moving over to a

vacant aisle seat . . .
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PLANS SAID ID BE

FOR OPENING EARLY

IN FALL SEASON

Edward Everett Horton is un-

derstood to be planning another

Hollywood stock run this fall.

He had a long run at the Vine
Street Theatre previously, leaving
the house to move to the down-
town Majestic when. Franklyn
Pangborn opened a series at the
Vine. The Horton run played to
consistently good houses.
The house Horton is understood

to have his eye on for the reported
fall run is the Hollywood Play
House, which has been playing to a
fairly good season under the Henry
Duffy banner, and which was relin-

quished by him last week when
bankruptcy proceedings were filed.

spanishTompany

The Producciones Latinas, Ltda.,
picture concern which recently es-

tablished headquarters in Gower
street, plans to enter production
next month.

All pictures will be in one ver-
sion, the Spanish, for release to the
122,000,000 prospective fans of the
Spanish-speaking countries.
The product will be of the

“quickie” variety, dramas and with
action and music. Recording is not
yet definitely set, but negotiations
are said to be near the closing
point.

Leon De LaMothe and Richard
C. Kahn, who were formerly asso-
ciated in Cardinal Productions, are
carrying on the preliminary execu-
tive work, without titles, pending
selection of permanent officers.

MURRflYTffSTAGE

DANCES IN OPERA

Lon Murray, New York and L.
A. dance director, has made definite
arrangements to sail for London
this fall for an eight weeks’ stay.
He is to stage the dances for a
comic opera written by himself in

collaboration with a former ballet

director of the Alhambra in

London.
The opera is of the late ’70’s pe-

riod and is called “The King of
Mayo.” Murray has worked on his

libretto for the past six months.
Sir Oswald Stoll, managing di-

rector of the Stoll circuit of thea-
tres in England, wrote for the li-

bretto.

U. TO START NEXT IN
WEEK TO TEN DAYS

Universal will start production
on “Outside the Law” within the
next week to ten days. Mary No-
lan has been given the feminine
lead, and Tod Browning will direct.

Apart from these two, no one has
been signed.

Next U picture to start after

“Outside the Law” will be a John
Boles vehicle, due to go into pro-
duction in three or four weeks.
Neither director nor supporting
cast have been named as yet.

“The Little Accident” and the
serialized “The Indians Are Com-
ing” are the only two now shoot-
ing Out at U City.

DENHAM MAY CLOSE
George Barnes and Hazel Whit-

more have left for Denver to play
leads at the Denham Theatre,
which is being run co-operatively
by union labor. They are replac-
ing Selmer Jackson and Diane Es-
monde. Two weeks notices have
been posted at the house, and it is

reported that the new leads are
being brought in to prevent the
necessity of closilig. George Barnes
is a big favorite in Denver.

Readers’ Views

Long Beach, Cal.,

May 17, 1930.

Editor,
Inside Facts,

Los Angeles.
Dear Sir:

Look out! When the Show of

Shows played the Palace in Long
Beach, Beatrice Lille’s quartet act

was “cut,” and put back in when it

played the Belmont Theatre.
You have a good paper. Please

get some old regular vaudeville

back in L. A. Open with Van and
Schenck. Yours truly,

“Zeke.”
(Editor’s Note: This was in ref-

erence to an article in a recent is-

sue commenting on the claim of a

radio “columnist” that pictures were
cut after playing class house runs.)

Loi Angeles, Cal.,

May 18, 1930.

Editor,
Inside Facts,
Los Angeles.
Dear Sir:

I noticed your Mr. Tenney’s an-
swer to my letter about paint-

brush orchestra leaders, and while
I said I meant well, I might have
known how it would be received.
Musicians are so smart you can’t
tell them anything, and maybe that
is why so many of them are out of

jobs right now. Showmanship is

only another name for salesman-
ship, and musicians need to sell

themselves to the public right now,
as ever. They spend thousands to
get the public to holler for orches-
tras in theatres and then when any
of the public try to pass out a
friendly tip they get flippant.

When we pay to go to a theatre
we want to see an artist, not a me-
chanic. When we want to see a
wrench and bolt man we go to a
garage. A leader can be graceful
without standing on his head, but
there I go again, expecting intelli-

gence from a musician.
Musicians can stand on their

heads better than they can lead or-
chestras, no doubt. I’ll bet even
your music writer was standing on
his head when he answered my let-
ter. He certainly could not have
been right side up. Answer that,
Mr. Tenney.

Yours truly,

G. Lloydwell.

Monrovia, Calif.,

May 18, 1930.
Editor, Inside Facts,
Los Angeles.

I seen in youre paper a artical
that says radyo will soon brordcast
smell, and that them fellers will
plant a mike in the country and let
the city fellers sniff the flours.
Any time they want local coller

they is Wellcome to put there mike
in my barnyard and theyll get lots
of sound and lots of smell too.
But watt I am afraid of, Will

that system mean that we will have

FOR STAGE SHOWS
Fanchon and M^arco have been

placed in complete charge of all

stage offerings for the national cir-

cuit of Fox Theatres, according 'to

announcement this week.

The famous producing team are
to take over all of the Fox Book-
ing offices and amalgamate them
with their own organization.

Headquarters are not to be
moved to New York, as claimed in

some sources, but will be main-
tained in Los Angeles, where the
bookings will be directed for more
than five hundred theatres through-
out the country.
Marco will make frequent trips

by airplane over the territory until

the new scheme is thoroughly or-
ganized and functioning smoothly,
with Fanchon remaining in charge
of production here.

patheIaIswill

8E AT PREMIERE

A big roster of names is due to

go north for the coast premiere of

Pathe’s “Swing High” at the Or-
pheum, San Francisco, Saturday
night.

Fred Scott was due to leave Tues-
day, being the first to take the
trip. His early start was for the
purpose of doing some radio work
prior to the opening.
Heading the list of some fifteen

to twenty others planning to go up
to the opening were Helen Twelve-
trees, Dorothy Burgess, Ben Tur-
pin, Nick Stuart, Sally Starr, Rob-
ert Edeson and Daphne Pollard, all

members of the cast.

-The L. A. showing of “Swing
High” is set to follow Universal’s
“Captain of the Guard” (formerly
“La Marseillaise”) at the Orpheum.
The U. picture follows the present
run of “The Cuckoos” (Radio).
“Swing High” is the first picture

to be released on the new Pathe
program, and it is also the first

Pathe picture to play either the

L. A. or the S. F. Orpheums.

Claude King has been signed
for a part in Paramount’s “Palm
Beach,’ ’which Frank Tuttle is di-

recting.

to smell the announcers, and will

it mean one more add reccomend-
ing somebodys de-ode-a-runt for

something youre best frends wont
tell you about?
Bye the way, wear do they get

that idea that youre best frends
wont tell you? My bitter half
(haha, thats my wife) is always
balling me out and wants me to
quit chewing.

Yours &c.
(Signed) True le Rooral.

HARVEY

SCHOOL OF DANCING
7377 Beverly Blvd.

VALLIE

OR. 2688

JU.LES print
MA. 1681 -224 E. 4th St., Los Angeles- MA. 1682

HERBERT’S
Good Food With Courtesy

OPEN ALL NIGHT
745-749 South Hill Street Los Angeles

Bachelor Hotel& Grill
151-159 Powell Street San Francisco
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The intolerant attitude of a certain section of Los Ange-
les toward freedom of thought, an attitude which show peo-
ple more than once have had occasion to experience, is now
apparently broadening. Its scope now includes ministers and
newspapers, it seems, and one who happens to think differ-

ently from those who wield the legal weapons entrusted to
them by the people are due to be hurt.

The citation for contempt of the Los Angeles Record is

a peculiar condition, and of particular interest to a profes-
sion so often subjected to legal stringency as is that of the
theatre. Doubtlessly, in a profession so dedicated to personal
freedom as are show people there will be few found whose
sympathies are not entirely with the newspaper. For, if

the prosecutors of opinions can make their Shalt Nots stick

in regard to newspaper opinion, chances are that the restric-

tions will become more and more onerous upon all walks of
life which have to do with public expression.

Whether the Record or Buron Fitts was right in the Jul-
ian matter is a matter of small moment compared to the
larger issue of free speech. Surely the Record has as much
right to criticize public officials as hungry men have to call

their plight to the attention of the public, or as showmen
have to report, through the medium of the theatre, upon
phases of life. But in Los Angeles the rights apparently are
to be met with contempt citations, clubs and raids respect-
ively, when certain people do not like what is being done.

The most amazing fact of the whole Record matter is

the attitude of the Los Angeles Times, which apparently
wishes to see the Record punished. It is the first time, with-
in the knowledge of this writer, that a newspaper has not
stood four square by another newspaper in a fight for the

right to speak freely. Truly most amazing, and something
which will win Los Angeles no added repute insofar as news-
paperdom is concerned.

PATHE OFFICES TO

FILE SUIT

Injunction proceedings to re-

strain the Fox Film Corporation,

its subsidiaries and exhibitors

from releasing or showing “The
Arizona Kid,” starring Warner
Baxter, under that title, have been
instituted in the Superior Court
in Los, Angeles by J. Charles
David, 2nd, of the J. Charles Davis
productions. He claims a former
release under that name.

IN DARMOUR FILM

Daphne Pollard has been signed

by Larry Darmour to appear in the

second of the Karl Dane and Geo.
K. Arthur comedies being produced
by Darmour for Radio release.

Others in the cast are Harry
Bowen and Irving Bacon. The
production starts this week under
the direction of Lewis R. Foster.

“That guy London

has a helluva nerve charg-

ing one dollar for a few

wheezes,” echoed one per-

former after reading my ad

in last week’s INSIDE
FACTS. Well, maybe I

have, but—if the first issue

of my new monthly publi-

cation, THE COMEDIAN,
doesn’t contain a number

of laughs that are really

new, I’ll return your dollar

quicker than a hobo can

stoop for a butt. So, send

your sample of government

lithography to WALTER
LONDON, P. O. Box 139,

1721 Vine St., Hollywood,
Cal.

Affiliation of the studio proper-

ties of Educational and Christie in

Hollywood has been announced in

a statement made jointly by E.

W. Hammons, president of Educa-
tional Pictures, Inc., and Charles

Christie, vice-president and general

manager of the Christie Film Com-
pany. Metropolitan studios will

continue its rental activities in ad-

dition to short feature production

for Educational.

A1 Christie will assume general
direction of the comedy producing
activities. He will personally di-

rect or supervise a number of the
comedies.
The Educational-Christie studio

affiliation marks the return to the
Educational banner of the Christie
Brothers after an absence of three
years. Prior to this time the Edu-
cational schedule for seven years
had included each season the en-
tire

_

short comedy output of the
Christies, Christie comedies hav-
ing been among the first subjects
released by Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., upon the establish-
ment of its national releasing or-
ganization.

KEATON STARTS

Succession by E. B. Derr to the
post in Pathe occupied by Joseph
P. Kennedy marks the first time
actual headquarters of an interna-
tional film concern have been
established in Hollywood, but it

will not mean any physical change
in the present arrangement of Los
Angeles and New York offices, it

was stated at the studios this

week. Which proved quite a dis-

appointment in local film circles,

which have for a long time won-
dered why all the real center of

activity doesn’t get the breaks
now given the practically inactive
eastern metrop. And reports are
plenty that this is the next step
which will come about, the busi-

ness managements naturally mov-
ing west with the rest of show
business.

Kennedy in announcing his

resignation from the active man-
agement of the affairs of Pathe
from his New York office stated
that he will remain in his capacity
as chairman of the board of di-

rectors of the company.

Explains Resignation
Explaining his reason for his un-

expected resignation, Kennedy said

that he had promised Elisha
Walker, head of the Blair and
Company banking interests, that

he would remain in active charge
until such time as he was confi-

dent that he had perfected an
organization capable of managing
the Pathe Company to the best

interests of every one concerned.
He now has, he said, an organi-
zation which he believed would
fulfill this agreement.
Derr will remain in Los An-

geles because he believes that the

most important part of a motion
picture organization is the pro-
duction of motion pictures. He
has been in active charge of the
Culver City studios for the past
six months, assisted by C. E. Sul-
livan, vice-president and business
manager. Sullivan will remain in

his present capacity.

Remain in N. Y.
Prior to coming to Los Angeles,

Derr was elected president of all

Pathe subsidiary corporations, in-

cluding the Pathe Studios, Inc.,

and all the foreign corporations
operating under the Pathe trade-

mark.
C. J. Scollard, treasurer of Pathe

Exchanges, Inc., will remain in

New York City in his present ca-

pacity and Phil Resiman, general
sales manager, will continue in

charge of the entire world-wide
sales department, according to

Derr.

“We are making the headquar-
ters of the Pathe organization on
the west coast because we believe

that the producing of good screen
entertainment is the most import-
ant part of a motion picture or-

ganization,” Derr states. “We have
changed the entire production
policy of the company and the
results thus far have been most
gratifying.”

SIGNS U. A. CONTRACT

Buster Keaton has started work
on his second talking picture, ten-

tatively titled “War Babies,” at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. Ed-
ward Sedgwick is directing. Sally
Eilers is the fern lead and in the
cast are Cliff Edwards, Victor Po-
tel, Pitzi Katz, Frank Mayo, Ed-
ward Brophy and Arnold Korff.

DOUBTFUL THEME

RKO is planning to put Joseph
Cawthorn into a story of classic

musci vs. jazz. May be all right,

but it looks like this theme is

pretty much worn out. Ted Lewis
tried it at Warner Brothers-*-flop.

Columbia’s “Melody Man” did bet-
ter because of the excellent work
of the cast. The RKO picture is

to be called “The Old Accordion
Man,” and is the brain child of
Samson Raphaelson.

Walter Huston has been signed
to a long-term United Artists con-
tract. After playing in U. A.’s

“Abraham Lincoln,” he went to

First National to make “The Bad
Man,” and he will make one other
picture, “The General,” for Para-
mount, before permanently joining

the United Artists roster.

ACTOR DIVORCED

Mrs. Edna Fairbanks secured a

divorce this week from William
Fairbanks (no relation to Doug),
picture actor, on the grounds of

cruelty and failure to provide.

LLOYD POSTPONES TRIP

TELAPHONEY
bj) JAMES MADISON

Hello, Chic Sales.

Hello, James Madison.

What is the favorite song of
“The Specialist”?

“Go way back and sit

down.”

Hello, Bobby North.

Hello, James Madison.

What’s on your mind?

In the recent census I ex-
pected Los Angeles to come
forth— but instead she came
fifth.

* * *

Hello, Helen Morgan.

Hello, James Madison.

Why are you so interested
in Mahatma Gandhi?

Because, although I’ve met
plenty of “Sugar Daddies,” he’s
the only living “Salt Daddy.”

Hello, Norma Shearer.

Hello, James Madison.

Why do the manufacturers
of Quaker Oats feel depressed
whenever couples settle down
to the humdrum of married
life?

Because that’s the time they
cut out the mush.

* * *

Hello, Bert Wheeler.

Hello, James Madison.

Don’t you consider restrict-

ing immigration from Mexico,
an affront?

Worse than that; it’s a slap

on the Mexicoko.

* * *

Hello, B.B.B.

Hello, James Madison.

Why is the Bank of Italy so
elated?

Because at last they’ve
reached the point where they
have more depositors than vice-

presidents.

* * *

Hello, Otis Harlan.

Hello, James Madison.

What is the cinema interpre-
tation of a “butt”?

A selected “short.”

* * *

Hello, Robert Woolsey.

Hello, James Madison.

What do you think of the
chorus girls at the Follies

Theatre?

I’ll always give them un-
wrapt attention.

* * *

Hello, Lionel Barrymore.

Hello, James Madison.

Tell me one road on which
there’s no detour?

The road to the poorhouse.

* * *

Hello, George Fawcett.

Hello, James Madison.

An Englishman’s midday
snack is a bottle of -ale.

Ah, I see; he drinks his

sandwich.

In Holly-

wood Now

SHAKESPEARE GUILD
OF L. A. WILL TOUR

FOR 1930-31 SEASON

Harold Lloyd cancelled a film

trip to Honolulu this week follow-

ing an attack of what appeared to

be appendicitis. He is recovering
and hopes to be able to make the

trip within the next two weeks.

LETTERS
There are letters at the Los

Angeles office of INSIDE
FACTS for the following:

BIDMEAD Bros.

DECKER, Kirke M.
DOWNING, Harry
MATHEWS, Madelyne
MILLARD, S. S.

PARSONS, Ruth
PEDRO, Milly
SHARLAND, Fred C.

(Continued from Page 2)

at his Studio Apartments on Cen-
tral Park West in 1920, and the

Mrs. reminded us of this one. The
“fluid” was on tap in a barrel right

from the bunghole. “The good
old days.” There’s an ex-partner of

Joe McCarthy, Harry Tierney, now
writing at RKO. Why these two
are not writing together is beyond
us. Joe is out at Fox Studios.
Also Dave Kay, an ex-newspaper
man, who solicited our first Holly-
wood “ad,” confides he is in the
jewelry business, and knocked our
eye out with two bracelets, worth
$15,000 each. Not knowing a dia-
mond from a hole in the wall, we
looked and stared, and said “Oh,
Yeah.” Do you carry a gun.
(Sucker.) There’s that marvelous
tenor, Eddie Miller, of that fam-
ous.. Avon Comedy Four, who
again makes us say we knew him
when he was at the Winter Gar-
den, in the Passing Show of 1919.
And, tolerant readers, they are All
In Hollywood Now.
We have to mention our weekly

surprise, and this beats all. One
nite last week at home (yes, we
are at home once in a while), we
turned the fadio dial on to an
Adohr program, heard an opera
being announced and sat charmed
by a beautiful tenor voice, and
“strike me pink,” the announcer
said it’s Gennaro Barra, the man
whose voice is likened to that of
the very great late Caruso. Barra
was singing an aria from Caval-
leria Rusticana, and we think of
the time Signor Barra sang at the
Century Theatre, N. Y., and the
Metropolitan in Philadelphia. If

this artist isn’t tied up by some
moving picture concern quickly,

they are losing a great bet. Here
is an operatic tenor who can act.

There’s a novelty for you—and he
is In Hollywood Now.

IN TRIPLE CAPACITY

The Shakespeare Guild of

America, located here, is now
booking a transcontinental tour for

the season 1930-31, to leave Los
Angeles about September 15, and
after playing the principal cities on
the Pacific Coast will proceed
through Western and Middle
States and end the tour in New
York City.

William Thornton will be fea-

tured in his repertoire of “Ham-
let,” “Romeo and Juliet” and “The
Merchant of Venice,” and when
requested the Guild will present its

famous production of “Hamlet” in
modern dress.

Headquarters of the Guild are
maintained at 817 South Caron-
delet street, Los Angeles.

TO FILM ‘CODE’

Columbia has obtained the rights
to the stage play “The Criminal
Code” to be made into a talkie.

It will be on next year’s program,
and adaptation work has not been
started as yet.

TO HONOR SHEEHAN

A big testimonial dinner in honor
of Winfield Sheehan is slated for
the Roosevelt Hotel, Friday night,
May 23, with Sol Wurtzel in charge
of arrangements.

Clark Silvernail, adapter and di-

rector of dialogue for Inspiration’s

“Eyes of the World,” will also play

a role in the picture.

Says:
Quiet week — only six song
writers down. Dancing con-
test big — ESTHER STER-
LING judging. Dog Show at
the Ambassador. AL NORMAN
out of the hospital.

• • ••

P. S.— The CELLAR is at
Cosmo Street and Hollywood
Boulevard . . . between Vine
and Cahuenga . . . the phone
numbers are GRanite 8 3 8 2
and HOHywood 9 15 9 . . .

parking is free at the lot
aeross from the CELLAR . . .

the CHRYSLER and SAM-
SONS are tnere.

Thank You.
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REVEAL DUFFY HOUSE PLANS

FOLLOWING BANKRUPT ACTION
Market St.

Gleanings

‘ALL QUIET’ DOES $37,000 IN

BIG WEEK AT THE WARFIELD
SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—

Following the filing of an invol-

untary petition in bankruptcy and
request for the appointment of a
receiver, the Henry Duffy Players
were this week placed in the hands
of a receiver. G. A. Blanchard,
local theatrical printer, was ap-
pointed receiver with a bond of

$20,000. Creditors will continue to

operate some of the houses as be-

G. G. HAS WEDDING

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
RKO Golden Gate arranged a

public wedding for its stage last

Tuesday night, working the stunt

up for big audience returns and
heavy publicity. San Francisco
News carried three pages of co-

, operative advertising on the affair,

which was arranged by the house
press agent, A. Erickson.

McCORMICK ARRIVES

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
Gene McCormick, red-headed pro-
fessional manager for S. L. Cross
Music Co. of Seattle, arrived here
this week to meet with Newton S.

Kelly, sales manager for the firm.

LEAVE FOR CONFAB

fore with Duffy directing the pro-

ductions.

Two Los Angeles houses, the

President and the Hollywood
Playhouse, will be turned back to

their former owners and the re-

cently built Dufwin in Oakland
may possibly be disposed of after

which Duffy’s Fulton will be the
basis for the chain’s operations in

that city. The Dufwin in Portland
will be closed, as is the usual
summer custom, but undoubtedly
will be opened again in the fall.

According to Richard Marshall,
general manager for the Duffy,,

interests, the Alcazar in San Fran-
cisco, contrary to rumors, will re-

main open, as will the President.
It is possible that the policy of

the houses may be changed slight-

ly to vary from the •'resent plan
of presenting only farces and
light comedies with guest stars,

making a play for the family trade
and at $1.25 top. Other types of
plays may be tried.

Assets of the Duffy Players
were given as approximately $1,-

000,000 and liabilities as $250,000.
Physicial assets consist chiefly of

scenery and costumes with equities

in leases upon the houses operated.

SEEK DAYLIGHT SAVING
SAN FRANCISCO. May 22—

Albert Greenbaum, secretary to

Local No. 6, A. F. of M., and
member of the national executive
board, leaves this week for New
York an'd Boston to attend the

American Federation conference
and other meetings.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
Bill Jacobs of the Red Star Music
house is here this week for a short
stay.

Theatrical

Footwear

Department
*RU|K>

One of the most com-

prehensive costume
and theatrical foot-

wear departments on

the Pacific Coast is

available to you in our

new, modern store at

838 Market Street.

This shop furnished

the beautiful footwear

worn in “Hi There !”

<*W»

Sommer and
Kaufmann
838 Market Street

119 Grant Avenue
San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
Promoters of a daylight savings
law again are attempting to place
the matter on a ballot in the No-
vember election. Although pro-
ponents of the plan were defeated

last year through the efforts of

theatrical and other forces, a large

sum of money, it is understood,
has been contributed to get the law
before the voters.

FORM THEATRE CORP.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22-
Papers of incorporation for the
Burlingame Theatre and Realty
Company were on file with the
secretary of state this week, with
A. S. Newburgh, S. M. Roeder and
J. C. Lejeal named as directors.

Capitalization is given as $50,000.

The same men operated the El
Camino Theatre and Realty Com-
pany.

BETTY SLIGHTLY HURT

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
Betty Blossom, playing in “The
Married Virgin” at the Green
Street, was injured this week on
her way to the theatre when the

car she was driving collided with
another. She was treated at the

hospital for cuts and abrasions but
arrived at the theatre in time to

do the matinee.

WALKER IN S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22-
Don Walker, representative of Ben
and Sally in Long Beach, arrived

here this week, booking Murray
and Harris, harmony team, and
Rita and Rubins, dance duo, into

Ackerman and Harris’ Casino for

June dates.

SACRAMENTO, May 22—Ru-
mors indicate that an attempt is

being made for another dramatic
stock company at the Plaza. No
parties are mentioned.

FOREMAN & CLARK
WORLD’S LARGEST CLOTHIERS

Add Another Link to Their Chain in Sacramento
About May 24

TRADE UPSTAIRS AND SAVE $10

7TH and K Sts.

SACRAMENTO
Other Stores
From Coast
to Coast

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22-
In case anyone reads this column
—and we don’t know why they
should—they might remember the

first verse of that sterling tune

“Vacation Time.” Here’s the sec-

ond chapter and it’s equally kom-
ikal:

“Vacation Time, Vacation
Time, Thou givest chance
to rest the mind,

Thou urgest us to thoughts
sublime, Thou mountains
stray, We just play like

we mountain climb.

We chasest fear and all its

kind, Vacation Time, Va-
cation Time,

Thou givest cheer and peace

of mind, Vacation Time,
Vacation Time,

Thou tuneful good Vacation
time.”

It needs no comments.
* * *

UNSOLICITED INTERVIEWS
Instead of our traipsing around

town hunting for a character

worthy of an unsolicited interview,

Frank Watanabe mailed this ’un

in to us. Here it is:

“dear mister Bock
“Please secure the follow secret

which I am breathing in your pri-

vate ear . . . Sank you. Laster-

day night my frien mister Holli-

way (KFRC full charge) have
nother fire between his rugs . . .

but he are scare to yelp for fire

depat., hosemen . . . why do he

refrain from calling those fire dis-

tinguishers??? . . ..do you know
reason ... I question to find an-

swer? ... no you do not!! here

are where secrets emerge
.

_

. .

thusly happin; mister Holliway
having birth party because friend

have some years roll by and he

like make celebrat of same . . .

all of sudden mister Holliway open
one large bottle . . . bottle slip

from hand clasp . . . Ooops! and
shatter! . . . bottle rest on floor

. . . contents of same smear all

over main rung and burn hole 3

feet square . . . then some liquid

ozz through to underneath neigh-

bor room and burn wall paper

from roof of ceiling . . . Do
liquid stop there?? no! it keep
going down till gradual stopping

of basement where it final run

out of ignition . . . Very severe

I say . . . What nature are those

Fluid? Yill you keep secret?

“Fondly wishes for own future

“FRANK WATANABE.”
* * *

Spotlights

Joe Termini and Lew Lehr
quietly celebrating birthdays with

a party in 307 of the Governor
. . . not a complaint registered

. . . Bob Albright giving’ Inside

Facts a howdy from the Golden
Gate stage . . . Thanx, Robert
. . . Irving Ackerman buying us

a lunch . . . and a big one, too,

you can bet your hat on that . . .

Charlie King giving us three An-
nie Oakleys to see his “Among
the- Married” . . . Dick Spier loaf-

ing front of the Warfield . . . rub-

bins his hands over “Western
Front’s excellent biz . . . Barbara
Bedford poring over her lines in

Philadelphia . . . the show, not

the town . . . George Bole offer-

ing medical advice to Zastro and
White . .| . These house mgrs.
have to know everything these

days . . . Abe Bloom a-hosting it

at a preview of Mammy . . .

Guido Deiro and Paul Locke drop-

ing a lot of geetus on a punch
board . . . Tommy Munroe, Bob
Allen, Jack Lee, Larry Smith and
George Bowers trying to keep
serious while they broadcast a

program ... and not having too

much success . . . Jerry Whyte
so tired.

YULE BACK IN S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
Charles Yule, old-time Belasco Al-
cazar player and more recently

with the Oberfelder and ' Ketcham
stock company in Kansas City, has
returned here.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
It was Universal’s week along

Market Street with the Laemmle
organization having two of its ace

films in downtown first-run houses.

Its “All Quiet on the Western
Front” at Loew’s Warfield was the

biggest thing in town, surpassing

all other boxoffices, most of which
fell quite flat.

Wtih “Western Front” drawing
great reviews from the dailies and
excellent word of mouth from
customers, the Warfield had a

plenty sweet week with $37,000

showing on the cash register.

Length of the picture—it runs two
and a half hours—’prevented the

house from taking more. It

should be good for at least three

weeks more, and then Whiteman
in “King of Jazz.”

The Fox has had two excellent

weeks but on Fox’s “Born Reck-
less,” with Polly Moran in per-

son, Walt Roesner conducting the

concert orchestra and Fanchon and
Marco’s “Milky Way Idea” this

theatre slipped somewhat, drawing
in around $41,000. Marion Davies
in “Floradora Girl” is current,

with Nils Asther in person.

Publix slipped heavily, its Para-

mount with the picturization of

Katherine Brush’s newspaper story

“Young Man of Manhattan,” Don
George and orchestra, Henry
Starr on stage and Ron and Don
at the organ doing a disappoint-

ing $15,500. Par’s “Devil’s Holi-

day” now in. The California also

disappointing on Dolores Del Rio

and Edmund Loew in the initial

week of “The Bad One,” house
doing only $17,500. It’s in for an-

other seven days at least. St.

Francis in third week of “Para-

mount on Parade” low with $7800
the figure.

On the opening of Universal’s

“Captain of the Guards” with John
Boles,’ RKO Orpheum was okay
but not sensational with $12,500.

Pathe’s “Swing High” opens May
24 with most of the cast slated to

appear at the opening day’s shows

SWITCH ASST. MGRS.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22-
Assistant managers of Publix’s St.

Francis and Paramount have
switched places, Richard Foster

moving from the first house to the

Paramount and Dick Lucas going

to the St. Francis.

TO JOIN FOX-PAN

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22-
Bob Brickley has resigned as assis-

tant manager of the RKO Golden
Gate to accept a similar position

at the new Fox-Pantages in Hol-
lywood. R. M. Williams of Ta-
coma succeeds Brickley.

FORM PICTURE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—

The Louistone Picture Corp. with

Carl L. Micheletti, late of the San
Francisco Opera Company, as pres-

ident, has been formed here. Talk-
ing shorts will be produced, the

firm’s directors state.

and Fred Scott to remain all

week.

A1 Jolson in Warner’s “Mammy”
opened to an okay $11,500 at

Wagnon’s Embassy while “Hold
Everything” moved from the Em-
bassy to the Davies did $7500.

Ackerman and_ Harris’ Casino with

Will King on stage and Fox’s
“She Steps Out” on screen, did

$9500.

S. F.WHB
BIG ON OPENING

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22—
This city’s first locally produced
musicomedy, “Hi, There,” built by
Alexander Leftwich with Paul
Bissinger producing and Ken Mur-
ray and Odette Myrtil in the cast,

opened big at Erlanger’s Columbia
last week. With plenty of pub-
licity in its favor the show rang
the bell to the tune of $15,000.

Will do two more weeks here be-

fore it hits Los Angeles.
Fourth week of Lillian Albert-

son’s “New Moon” at the Curran
did $17,000. Closes May 30 to

take to the road. Next door at

the Geary Charles King opened
his “Among the Married” to do
$10,000 on the initial week. Tif-

fany’s picturization of “Journey’s

End” opens May 25.

Duffy houses off. Alcazar with
“Love ’Em and Leave ’Em” got

$3400 and President with Dale
Winter in “Holiday” drew $4200.

In Oakland the Dufwin with
“Hell’s Bells” did a weak $2500.

HAS AMATEUR SHOWS

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22-
Fox El Capitan has inaugurated
an amateur show at Wednesday
night performances, drawing a lot

of trade from customers who
watch friends take a hopeful fling

at the greast paint grind.

NINA FRELLSON’S
JUVENILE FOLLIES

Permanent Address:

Inside Facts

RIO and LOLITA
EXHIBITION BALLROOM TEAM

(Completed 3 Months
Silver Slipper Cafe)

NOW AVAILABLE
Per. Add.: INSIDE FACTS, S. F.

DON & RITA
Pleasing Critical Audiences
After Six Months as
Featured Dance Team at

CAFE MARQUARD
SAN FRANCISCO

HOTEL GOVERNOR
TURK AT JONES

SAN FRANCISCO
THE HOME OF ALL THEATRICAL PEOPLE

PLAYING SAN FRANCISCO
SPECIAL RATES TO PROFESSIONALS

JACK WOLFENDEN, Prop. BERT HENDREN, Asst. Mgr.

GOLDEN STATE HOTEL
Powell at Ellis San Francisco

SPECIAL THEATRICAL RATES
$10.50 Single— $12.00 Double — $14.00 Twin Beds

Tub or Shower

SID H. CLARK, Mgr.

SCENERY BY MARTIN STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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REVIEWS
COMMENT RADIOLAJVD

By FRED YEATES

CHATTER
NEWS

110 JOINS FIGHT

FOR FREE SPEECH

Radio has come to the assistance

of the daily press in connection
with the contempt of court charges
brought against the Los Angeles
Record by the L. A. Bar Associa-
tion.

The charges arose from attacks

made by the Record, by editorials

and cartoons, against District At-
torney Buron Fitts’ KFI broad-
cast a statement on May 19 in the

cburse of which it was said:

“Whether the Record was right or

wrong does not matter. The ques-

tion at issue is that any radio sta-

tion or any newspaper should have
absolute freedom of speech.

“Ever since the day of John
Milton it has been an established

political doctrine of Anglo-Saxon
peoples that the press has the in-

alienable right to criticize the acts

of public officials.”

The cartoons and editorials were
not printed during the progress of

any trial, but ' during the delibera-

tions of the grand jury.

MARJORIE RAMBEAU TO
MAKE TALKIE DEBUT

Marjorie Rambeau will make her

first talking picture appearance
\yhen Helen Twelvetrees’ Pathe ve-

hicle, “Her Man,” is released. Miss
Rambeau was signed this week for

a part in the picture, which Tay
Garnett will direct. Jimmy Gleason
also has been cast for an important
role.

This picture is understood to

have been suggested by the Frankie
and Johnnie poem. Garnett and
Howard Higgin wrote the first

screen version, and later, with Hig-
gin no longer with Pathe, Garnett
and Tom Buckingham worked it

over to its present form.
The picture is due to start with-

in the next ten days.

ENCHANTERS AT KJR

SEATTLE, May 22.—The En-
chanters, a male quartette, former-
ly heard with the American Broad-
casting Company, will again be on
the air over KJR Saturday from
8 to 8:30 p. m. and on Mondays
from 8:30 to 9 p. m. Their Satur-

day program will be entitled “En-
chanters Musical Vitamins.” On
Mondays the quartette will present

a songfest consisting of well-

known American folk songs.

DITMARS WITH KJR

SEATTLE, May 22.—Ivan Dit-

mars, formerly pianist and musical
director for KOL, has recently

severed his relations with this sta-

tion and is now a member of the

staff of KJR.

LICENCE AT KTM

Dick Licence has been added to

the KTM staff as an announcer.
He was two years with WHEC,
Rochester, N. Y., and this is his

first appearance on the Pacific

Coast.

FILMS TO RADIO

Lou Gordon, tenor, comes to

KTM from pictures, having worked
in “Montana Moon,” “Free and
Easy” and “Good News.” His for-

mer radio experience was with the

NBC and station KTAB, San Fran-
cisco.

NEWCOMB JOINS KTM
A musical comedy artist in the

person of Phil Newcomb has been
added to the KTM staff. He ap-
peared on the stage in Oakland,
and also was associated with KPO
and KFRC in San Francisco.

ARTHUR SHAW ILL

Arthur G. Shaw, organist for

KTM, was taken suddenly ill last

week and was unable to appear for

a scheduled concert. He is now on
the road to recovery and is expect-
ed back at the console at the end
of next week.

BACK ON AIR

The Long Beach municipal band
returns to the air this week over
KGER in daily concert, except
Mondays, 2:30 to 4 p. m.

Here’s One For
The Cross Word

Puzzle Nuts

Here’s another note on Hoover
prosperity, Hollywood version.
A lad came into the Actors Equi-

ty Association and announced he
wished to pay $14 back dues, which
he proceeded to do.

After he had gone a bystander
remarked:
“How come he’s a member of the

A. E. A. when he isn’t an actor?”
“But he is an actor,” declared

Florence Welles, Equity Guardian
of the Portals.

“Yeah?” replied the bystander.
“Well, then, where’d he get the
fourteen dollars?”

iiteTmn
TO ADDRESS CLUB

The growing respect in which
radio is being held by prominent
women’s clubs and ciuic bodies of
importance is exemplified by an in-

vitation extended by the Friday
Morning Club of Los Angeles, a
leading woman’s club of the Wets,
to Carl Haverlin of KFI-KECA
to be speaker on a special pro-
gram June 6.

Mrs. Paul Jordan Smith, presi-
dent of the club, assigned to Hav-
erlin the topic “Broadcasting in

Relation to National Culture.”

“Mrs. Smith has been wise and
kind enough,” said Haverlin, “to
give official recognition in behalf
of her club to the fact that radio
is no longer a tedious intruder, a
half-baked entertainer and a garru-
lous pest. It is an immense and
vitalizing element in all phases of
life.”

IS NIGHT ANNOUNCER

Fritz Martin has been added to
the staff of KGER, Long Beach,
as night announcer. He comes
from WGCO, Minneapolis, and
WOW, Davenport.

HAS O. S. PRORGAMS

KGER is handling 22 programs
by remote control from the Ana-
heim Orange Show as an exclu-
sive feature. The station has been
granted permission to increase its

power from 250 watts to 1000.

RADIO NIGHT CLUB

A Night Club of the Air is an
innovation of KHJ, on the air for
the first time May 21, under the
piloting of Ted White, a staff en-
tertainer, who has worked night
clubs in America, in China and in

Panama. If it clicks it will be re-

tained as a regular feature.

ELVIA HELD OVER

Elvia Allman, ballad crooner of

the KHJ staff, recently loaned to

KFRC, San Francisco, has proved
so popular in the Bay City that she
has been held over there for a third

week.

JOINS DON LEE

Pearl Hunter, coloratura soprano,
has been added to the Don Lee
staff here.

HODGINS RETURNS

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
After an absence of six years Earl
Hodgins, former local stock play-

er, has returned.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
Lincoln, suburban house managed
by Charlie Michaels, is installing

RCA Photophone.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
Maude Walker is slated to show
at Erlanger’s Columbia, possibly
in June. She is expected here this

week to begin rehearsals.

PATHE MEETING

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
Pathe will hold its regional meet-
ing here next week with Herb Mc-
Intyre, divisional manager, in

charge. M. E. Cory is the local

manager.

WIDE DISCUSSION

ON RADIO SCHEME

The suggestion advanced in these
columns last week, pointing to a

solution of the much-discussed and
abused advertising sponsorship of

radio programs, has awakened much
interest in the radio world and
brought many comments, both for

and against, as well as further sug-
gestions in elaboration of the main
idea, which necessarily had to be
handled very briefly in its first

presentation.

Broadcasters anticipate that the
greatest objection to the proposed
scheme of things would come from
the national advertisers, who are
reputed to find radio a lucrative

publicizing medium, especially along
the lines of building good will to-

ward certain trade names. Some of

the biggest users of radio advertis-

ing are units of the big interests

now said to control radio in this

country.

“With solid opposition from the
great companies represented by na-
tional advertisers,” said one station

commercial advertiser, “how far do
you suppose your idea would go
along the road to adoption?”

Free to All

It has also been pointed out that

the basic principle of the new radio
law is that the air shall be free to

all. However, no .objection has
yet been advanced that could not
be overcome without much diffi-

culty.

“One point brought out in your
suggestion has made us think hard
upon a subject that seemed to have
escaped our study before,” said an-
other executive, “and makes us
think more seriously of your plan
than the mere question of eliminat-

ing advertising from entertainment
programs.”

This point was that when a per-
son goes into a store and makes
the purchase of a radio receiving
set, the retailer, jobber, wholesaler
and manufacturer each make a

profit from the deal, but the broad-
caster, a non-participant in the
deal, is put under the obligation of

furnishing a continuous flow of free

entertainment for the haphazard
use of the purchaser from then on,

henceforth and forever; a situation

which is unsound in its economicl
principle and therefore cannot en-
dure indefinitely.

How Divided
Another point raised during dis-

cussions of the plan was: How
would the earnings of this set-

rental scheme be divided among
the broadcasters, or program-pro-
ducing studios? How would a

studio producing a fine quality of

entertainment and attracting the
larger audiences be assured of its

fair share of remuneration?
A meter-registering device would

accomplish this, and at the same
time establish something that no
amount of research and inquiry has
been able to compute under the

present scheme of things.

This device would record on a

paper tape the hours in which the

set had been in use, and the call

letters of the stations tuned in.

These readings, collected at inter-

vals, would furnish the basis of the
monthly radio bill, also furnish a

graphic record of the popularity of

certain types of entertainment and
the drawing power of certain sta-

tions and stars. This method is

essentially equitable to all con-
cerned.

Similar Method
It is the same method, in its es-

sentials, as used in selling gas,

light, power, water and telephone
service.

This plan is admittedly a sound
one for newcomers to the listening

field, but how provide for those
who have purchased sets on the

hit-and-miss plan now in vogue?
The recording meters could be

added to present equipment now
privately owned, and credit allowed
for the money invested in them by
their purchasers. But how guard
against bootlegged or concealed

sets, using entertainment without
paying for it?

In the first place, it is difficult to

conceal a radio set when in opera-
tion, as will be noted by bungalow
court and apartment dwellers, and
there would be little enjoyment of

its entertainment with the lurking
fear of detection interfering. In
the second place, the transmission

Pickups &
Viewpoint
These auditions!

What a pain in the ears; a cease-

less parade of hopelessly hopeful
tyros, without training, background
or native talent. Nothing but hope.
They have all heard the radio

and told themselves, “Why, I can
do as well as that.” A silly, ig-

norant neighbor says, “Why don’t
you sing over the radio? Your voice
is just lovely.”

So they come, a new crop every
day. Here is a young married
couple, the little woman’s face shiny
with expectation, and just simply
knowing that her husband’s tenor
will panic ’em. Hubby is nervous,
nis throat husky, his fingers cold,
and his face a little grey.
She sits down at the piano and

plays a hymn, and they duet to it,

her voice a shrill soprano and his
uncertain. The poor auditor listens
and tries to look poker, and as they
finish he smiles indulgently. Hub-
by goes into a solo, “Just A-Weary-
in’ For You,” or “I Love You
Truly” (Mrs. Bond has a lot to an-
swer for). His “tenor” would real-
ly turn out baritone under proper
training, but it is quite obvious he
is totally unfitted for public per-
formance. There is some mock
business about the telephone num-
ber, a courteous “thank you,” and
they go home to wait with dimin-
ishing hope for a call that never
comes.

* * *

They come in family groups, big
brother caterwauling a ballad, then
little brother and sister harmoniz-
ing a duet, while mamma plays the
piano for them in pretty parlor
thumping style. Then comes a trio
of musicians— fiddle, guitar and
trumpet. A heavy-set lady is the
fiddler; she looks like a landlady,
but the two men look professional.
An unkind thought about room-
rent credit passes through the mind,
but let it pass. This is a time for
generosity.

* * *
Now comes a young man with

accordion. He goes into a huddle
with his instrument, away up in a
corner, his back to the audience. A
cataract of jazz pours upon the ear,
a rowdy medley, full of inaccuracies
and skips.

Then we hear a basso with a
one-octave range, singing “Song of
the Volga Boatman.” He has been
prevented from singing “Just A-
Wearyin’ For You” only by the
quick intervention of the weary au-
ditor. He chest-tones within his
single octave and seems to get
away with it because he is asked
to sing a popular number. He re-
sponds with “Pagan Love Song,” a
new one hot out of the vaults.

* * *

By way of variety, the next one
is a kinky-headed little girl who
hollers “Am I Blue?” She is asked,
“Do you ballad?” She answer,
“Huh? Whaddid you say? I dun-
no.” She had no music of any
kind with her.

Then a little brunette, who has
been sitting quietly beside a gray-
haired daddy, steps up and erupts
into “O-o-o-h, Sweet Rose Ma-
rie-e-e-eEE!” It is too much.

* * *

_
Nobody can afford to take the

time to show them their pitiful

shortcomings; it would be a thank-
less job anyway. Their names, ad-
dresses and phone numbers are all

written down, but what happens to
them is nobody’s business.

* * *
If we have any space left, it

might be used to say that the KHJ
staff orchestra needs some more
strings, say about two more violins,

a viola and another cello. This
weakness is noticeable in an other-
wise outstanding radio band. And
something that has lost its novelty
is this run-down and wind-up phon-
ograph imitation stunt. Stick it in
the icebox for a while.

* * *
Barks from the Office Dog: Jose

could be confined to wires and not
loosed upon the air as now, being
connected to house light or tele-

phone wiring, as has already been
experimented with in France.
That the plan has distinct merit

has been freely admitted, and is the
subject of a great deal of discus-
sion.

PRE-RELEASE OF

SONGS STUNT SOON

The new stunt being prepared by
KHJ for a nationwide broadcast
originating here, which will feature
pre-releases of new popular song
compositions, is to be inaugurated
May 28.

The presence in Hollywood and
Los Angeles of practically all of
the well-known song writers, com-
posers and lyricists is calculated to

make this a unique series, and will

do as much as anything else to-

ward impressing upon the world
that this is now in fact the center
of the world of things musical and
theatrical.

The cooperation of all of the ma-
jor film-producing studios has been
promised. Special arrangements
are being contributed by the studio
music luminaries. Programs will

include not only the newest com-
positions on which the ink is scarce-
ly dry, but will also offer new ar-

rangements of current successes.
Also to be featured on each pro-
gram will be a film star, a genuine
big shot who will be a real name
draw, and a comedian of proven
ability who must absolutely guar-
antee at least one laugh.
The KHJ orchestra and staff

singers will cooperate.

HARDY AT KPC

SEATTLE, May 22. — Truman
Bishop Handy, former pianist with
“The Ginger Snaps,” “The Revue
A La Carte” and other vaude acts,

is currently staff pianist at radio
Station KPCB here. Before com-
ing here, Handy was staff pianist
at KFWI in Los Angeles.

Rodriguez in drive to end traffic

hazards . . . they say one hazard is

Jose’s driving . . . Great havoc in
ranks of radio bachelors . . . Glen-
hall Taylor secretly wed . . . Gene
Grant to splice in June . . . Maril-
lah Olney wedded to her Ford . . .

oh, where will it all end? . . . Ger-
ald Byrne putting on the melting-
pot act . . . Paul O’Hara in a new
version of that

“
’twas a dark and

stormy night” story . . . Roland
Foss wrestling with his morning
bottle of milk . . . had to drink it

straight, as he lost the nipple . . .

Carl Haverlin declaiming “America
is still safe ... as long as we can
buy a cuppa curffie for a nickel”
. . . new girlie faces around KFI
offices . . . Leslie Brigham being
introduced . . . Roy Ringwald ask-
ing, “Would it be news if I got
married?” . . . heh heh, WOULD
it! . . . straws show which way the
wind blows . . . MacHarrie moving
back to town . . . and Dick Cree-
don and Gene Byrnes moving out
to Cheviot Hills . . . now every-
body sing “It’s cheaper to move
than ”

. . . Five sprained ankles
in the Don Lee family . . . June
Parker . . . Nell Larson . . . Ruth
Barnhard . . . Elvia Allman . . .

Hal Peery’s wife . . . and that
ain’t all . . . Nell has been riding a
horse . . . and has to stand up to
play the piano . . . Still another
casualty . . . Leigh Harline has the
strawberry hives . . . Charlie Well-
man and that blonde again . . . be-
gins to look steady . . . and serious
. . . Ted White fishing all day,
nary a bite . . . then a breaker
leaves a fish in his hat . . . life is

like that . . .Bob Swan threaten-
ing the press with a cleaver . . .

Ho, hum . . . It’s a dog’s life.

RADIO’S
PERSONALITY GIRL

JEANE COWAN
Daily At

KFWB

Over the Air From KYA
SAN FRANCISCO
Comes the Voice of

Greta Gahler

The English Comedian

Wm. DON
CHARACTER IMPRESSIONIST

National Broadcasting Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
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M-G-M litK
SIS SHORTS SKED

An increase of 25 per cent in
short-subject production has been
announced by M-G-M. For the
year 1931 a. total of 164 short sub-
jects of varied nature, including two
new series, is scheduled. They will
include a series of twelve Burton
Holmes travel subjects and eight
new Hal Roach comedies in the
“Boy Friend” series, condensed dra-
mas of high school age, after the
Tarkington manner. Comedies,
novelties and 104 newsreel subjects
are other listings in the new
schedule.

The “Boy Friend” series will
have casts of youngsters of high
school age, from 15 to 19. Includ-
ed will be Dorothy Grangers, Mary
Kornman, Gertie Messinger, Grady
Sutton, David Sharpe and Mickey
Daniels.

Six Laurel-Hardy comedies, eight
featuring Charley Chase, eight “Our
Gang” comedies, eight colortone re-
vues, six talking dog comedies and
four two-reel novelties are other
items on the new schedule, in addi-
tion to semi-weekly issues of
Hearst Metrotone newsreel.

siiitoM IS

BIG SPICE GETTER

PORTLAND, May
.
22.— Henry

Santrey, band-leader entertainer, is

currently gathering a bushel of
free newspaper publicity for the
RKO Orpheum here with his local
talent try-out stunt.

Santrey is one of the four head-
line acts now touring the RKO
circuit authorized by the main of-
fice to seek new talent for the
time. The newspapers here, espe-
cially the News, Scripps sheet,
went heavy for the stunt, with the
result that Santrey crashed page
one on several occasions. The
stunt took the town by storm, with
the result that the Orpheum had
one of the biggest weeks in several
months. Santrey shows a lot of
showmanship in staging his stuff,

and proves himself a great bet for
anything in the show line.

START PATHE COMEDY

Pathe started another of its two-
reel comedy series last Tuesday
morning, making a total of three
pictures in production. Ann Hard-
ing’s “Holiday,” which Edward H.
Griffith is directing, is finishing up,
and Pathe’s biggest picture, “Be-
yond Victory,” with John Robert-
son directing, started last week.
Fred Guiol is directing the two-
reeler, which is titled “For Crying
Out Loud.” In the cast are Rob-
ert Agnew, Addie McPhail, Rich-
ard Carle, Phyllis Crane, Vincent
Barnett and Patsy O’Byrne.

IN TALKIE DEBUT

George Sweet, stage actor, who
had the lead in the musical com-
edy, “My Girl,” has made his talkie

debut in “The Bubble Party,” a
short subject for Warner Brothers.
The picture, directed by Arthur
Hurley, is based on a sketch by
John Hobble, which was presented
recently at a Lambs Gambol.

POST FLOP NOTICE

A notice has been posted on the
windows of the Pom Pom Night
Club, reading: “Seized for the ac-

count of the United States, on
May 12, 1930, by virtue of warrant
for distraint issued by the Collec-
tor of Internal Revenue. Signed,
G. M. Donovan.” The club closed
two weeks ago.

DROPS PANTAGES SUIT

Further credence to the wide-

spread belief that Alexander Pan-
tages was framed in the Eunice
Pringle case was given this week
by withdrawal of a suit filed

against Pantages by Frederick T.
Wise. In dropping the suit,

which was for $250,000 for alleged
attacks on Wise’s credibility as a
prosecution witness, the plaintiff

stated that he believed the theatre
man had been framed.

Didn’t Have
Him Tied Up
Tight Enough

The leasing offices of some of

the studios which make a practice

of renting out stages and office

space don’t think so highly of some
of the independent producers.

One office this week told of re-

ceiving a call from an inde say-

ing he would be out right away
to rent space.

“But he never arrived,” it was
stated. “I guess his angel got

out of the machine on the way
out.”

B. B. RH CELLIB

CRICKS PICE ODE

Plenty of publicity was secured

by B. B. B.’s Cellar in Hollywood
after a prohi transaction, that

brought front-page breaks in the

Los Angeles dailies.

Two federal agents were in the

cafe last Friday when an asserted

Hollywood scofflaw, who had ap-

parently been imbibing too freely

of his own product, took occasion

to broadcast to all present that he

had “without doubt the best stock

in town.”

Kiddingly, the rum hounds, who
had all the appearance of men
about town, offered to do business

with the mug, who, they thought,

was kidding also. They got the

surprise of their lives when the lad

named a spot to deliver 20 cases of

gin. But imagine the scofflaw’s

embarrassment when the. kidding

repartee wound up in a trip to the

calaboose for him and two assist-

ants.

From the tone of many of the

Saturday daily stories and headings,

it appeared as though the B. B. B.

Cellar had been the object of a

raid, etc., etc., with business taking

a heavy drop until Monday, when
most of the papers ran follow-up

stories explaining that the Cellar

had not been raided, that the trans-

action between the bootlegger and
the federal men had been their af-

fair and that the arrest had been
made miles from the Cellar.

HUNTER MAY PRODUCE

Glen Hunter, picture juvenile, is

understood to be planning the pro-

duction in Los Angeles of H. H.
Van Loan’s “Forward March.” It

is believed the play may open at

the Belasco, with a coast run to

follow if it clicks in the local house.

CASTING ‘LAST MILE’

The Lillian Albertson production

of “The Last Mile,” due to open at

the Majestic June 2, is now cast-

ing. The definite choices up to

press time were: Clark Gable,

lead; Edward Woods, juvenile, and
Russell Hopton.

LEW ON TRIP

Lew Oesterle, well known the

atrical publicity man and formerly

with Alexander Pantages, left this

week for a 30-day tour of the

Northwest to develop plans for

the exploitation of what he claims

to be “something new” in enter-

tainment. He is withholding his

announcements until his return.

AHEAD OF SHOW

Harold McAnally and Irving

Sussman, advance and publicity

men, have gone to San Francisco

to arrange for the opening of the

Lillian Albertson production of

“Student Prince” in that city, fol-

lowing which they take the same
producer’s “New Moon” for a tour

of the valley towns before going

into the northwest.

COWL REPORT WRONG

Jane Cowl, who was reported

coming to Los Angeles to open a

Shakespearean repertoire engage-

ment, has no such plans, accord-

ing to advices received from the

east. Miss Cowl, who is in Can-
ada, is said to have received the

Los Angeles reports as “news to

her.”

PRELIM. MEETING

Oil MATTERS FOR

IflTSE GATHERING

Important matters for consider-

ation at the vonvention of the
International Alliance of Theatri-
cal Stage Employees and Moving
Picture Machine Operators of the

United States and Canada are
.

to

be prepared at a previous meeting
here for the executive board of the

Alliance.

This executive meeting opens at

the Alexandria Hotel on May 26,

one week prior to the
.
general

convention. On the committee are

President William F. Canavan;
General Secretary-Treasurer Rich-
ard J. Green; Assistant President
Harry Dignam; Adjustment and
Claim Manager William D. Lang;
and Vice-Presidents Fred J. Demp-
sey( Boston), William Covert (To-
ronto), William Elliott (Cincin-

nati), Cleve Beck (Oakland),
George E. Browne (Chicago), John
P. Nick (St. Louis), William J.

Harrer (Philadelphia).

No clue is available at this time
as to the exact nature of the im-
portant matters to come up, but

it is expected that a cooperative

spirit will be shown to assist the

return of stage attractions to a

show world now practically domi-
nated by talking pictures. Recom-
mendations will be drafted for con-

sideration at the general conven-
tion.

The convention opens June 2,

and is the first meeting to be
staged outside of Ohio in the last

17 years in recognition of the

prime position now held by Los
Angeles as the world’s leading

theatrical producing capital.

At the meetings will be dele-

gates representing camera men,
laboratory technicians, studio me-
chanics, theatre projectionists and
theatrical stage employes.

Film Row
By FRED YEATES

Fred L. Daniels, former booker
for the Tiffany exchange, is sell-

ing “Ingagi” through the Arizona
and Southern California territory.

* * *

Murray Ross has been added to

the Tiffany sales force, covering
Southern California. He was for-

merly with Paramount in the East.

* * *

George Caldaras,
.

manager
.

of the

Tiffany exchange, is beginning to

get spry as his broken leg mends.
He is still on crutches, however,
and makes no attempt to climb the

stairs to his mezzanine office.

* * *

The current RKO sales conven-
tion seems to have thrown a heavy
burden on the exchange phones.

All sorts of feminine voices call in

to know if Mister So-and-so is in

town to attend the convention,

and some of them even go so far

as to ask if he has a wife with
him.

* * *

The Fox convention looms
_

for

next week and great preparations

are being made out at Fox Movie-
tone City. The boys are expecting

a more than usually significant

meeting, in view of all that has

been going on of late.

* * *

Columbia exchange has organ-

ized a Social Club, and holds what
it hopes to be its first “annual”
outing at Catalina next week-end.
Everybody is to be there, from
the big shots down to the bb’s.

* * *

L. E. Hillman, Columbia’s divi-

sion manager, is expected back
this week from his motor tour of

the western territory, which takes

in Denver and Vancouver.
* * *

The sale of Columbia product

to RKO has not reduced sales ac-

tivity, but has greatly increased it,

making the product more attrac-

tive to second-run exhibitors. The
salesmen and bookers are. more
busy now than ever before in their

history.

PICTURE

REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 4)

ders of the heavy, kidnap the fem
romantic lead, and imprison her

in a fastness. The Americans
make the rescue, after lots of dan-

gers, played in a broad comedy
vein.

EXHIBITORS’ VIEWPOINT:
The comedy in this one is not

subtle. It is played straight across

the boards for laughs, and manag-
ers with that kind of a house will

please their clientele by booking
it. It is doubtful if Wheeler and
Woolsey have enough name draw
from their “Rio Rita”

.

work to

make it a panic, but it will be wel-

come, and most excellent hot
weather divertissement.

PRODUCERS’ VIEWPOINT:
Adapter Cy Woods and Director

Paul Sloane prove that they know
their laughs. The comedy is built

up to a fare-ye-well, with no ap-

parent loopholes where laughs were
missed. The remainder of the pic-

ture is comparatively unimportant.

Pearl Eaton contributes some more
of her dance ensembles. They are

up to average in this department,
but neither more nor less than
that.

A couple of times the picture

goes technicolor, and that is a
most decided disadvantage. The
film is so fuzzy and blurry as to

be very unpleasantly indistinct, at

these times, and the studio would
have done much better to scrap
the color shots, and re-shoot the
scenes in black and white. It is

some of the worst color photog-
raphy seen in recent months.
CASTING DIRECTORS’

VIEWPOINT: Cinching the

start they made in “Rio Rita,”

Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
confirm themselves as a comedy
team which should go a very long
way in favor of picture audiences.

They climb right up the ladder,

at the top of which stands Laurel
and Hardy and Dressier and Mo-
ran not up with the others yet,

but mounting steadily.

Jobyna Rowland takes the top
honors next to the comedians. Her
Junoesque stature, plus a natural
ability to either foil or generate
laughs, makes her a most import-
ant addition to the cast.

Mitchell Lewis makes a most
effective and menacing gypsy chief,

with a rumbling basso that comes
nicely over the mike for power.
June Clyde and Hugh Trevor

carry the romantic leads satisfac-

torily, playing their parts in the
usual manner such parts are played
in stage and musical comedies.
Dorothy Lee has a mannerism

which may be assumed or other-
wise. In either case it should be
got rid of . The mannerism is

that of speaking her lines as though
she were a kid reciting at a school
oratory contest. With the various
ones who spoke that way before
the mike when the talkies started,
and who are now gone, it puts her
in a class, not of eccentric de-
livery, but of those who couldn’t
stand the mike test. Which is

very much to her disadvantage.
Ivan Lebedeff does everything

possible with his uneventful role as
the heavy, and Marguerita Padula
has a bit as a gypsy queen.

Frederick.

“COURAGE”
W. B. HOLLYW’D THEATRE
(Reviewed May 14)

Director Archie Mayo’s screen
version of “Courage” from Tom
Barry’s stage play by the same
name is excellent comedy drama of
domestic life.

Leon Janney as the little boy who
maintains his great admiration, trust
and affection for his mother through-
out a series of trying situations,

proves himself to be a most talented
boy actor and well worthy of the
high place in pictures which War-
ner Brothers have planned for him.
Belle Bennett is ideally cast as the
modern mother who is greatly mis-
understood. Although extravagant
and somewhat preposterous, she is

very human withal and demon-
strates capably the real fighting
spirit and deep mother-love for her
children, even though they turn
against her, which is the crux of

the story.

“Courage” is the story of a wo-
man who gave up her girlhood
sweetheart to marry a man who had

OPENINGS FOB

HCERS III UNITS

By special arrangement with

Fanchon & Marco, Bud Murray,

principal of the Bud Murray School

for Stage and Screen, has started

rehearsing a unit of “Bud Mur-

ray’s California Sunbeams.” This

will be the first of a series of units

featuring “The Bud Murray Sun-

beams.” The second unit will be a

merger of Ballet and Off-rhythm,

and will be conceived and staged

by Prof. G. V. Rosi, ballet direc-

tor of Bud Murray School, and Bud
Murray. There are places for two
expert tap dancers in the unit now
rehearsing, and places for eight

girls in the Ballet and Tap unit

just organizing, which starts re-

hearsing June 1.

“Present Arms,” N. Y. musical
comedy, will be made a talking

picture by Radio Pictures.

wealth, culture and social position,

but who proved to be heartlessly
cruel. Following the death of this

unworthy husband, the mother en-
dured many trials in rearing her
seven children, and financial re-

verses due to her own mismanage-
ment. The plot ends happily with
the youngest son inheriting a for-

tune and the mother marrying her
girlhood suitor.

The big thing in the picture is

the great love and perfect under-
standing between the mother and
the youngest son, played by Leon
Janney. By his striking personality,
his enthusiasm and sincerity this

little fellow easily walks away with
first honors.
Miss Bennett renders a satisfy-

ing portrayal of a weak but very
lovable mother. Marion Nixon
gives a splendid performance as the
oldest daughter. Others in the cast

who did excellent work are Blanche
Frederici, Rex Bell, Richard Tuck-
er, Carter De Haven, jr., Dorothy
Ward and Don Marion.
Much credit is due Archie Mayo,

the director, as “Courage” will add
another success to his credit, artis-

tically as well as from a boxoffice

standpoint.
Jean "Riley.

“LIVE AND LEARN”
PATHE COMEDY
(Reviewed at Orpheum)
Plenty of fast action, well-con-

ceived situations for comedy devel-

opment, well done, and a snappy
line of dialogue make this one a

bright spot for the short end of any
picture bill.

No time is wasted in coming to

the laughs in “Live and Learn.”
They start right in with a situation

in which a second husband is be-
pestered by the smarty kid of his

wife’s first marriage, and they run
right through butter-in-the-eye,

bruised shin bones, water-soaked
trousers, and similar mirth-provok-
ing gags.

But the best fun starts when hus-
band No. 1 calls on his ex-wife and
both are quarantined by an out-

break of measles, while husband
No. 2 paces up and down outside,

seeing his wife being consoled by
the man of whom he is still jealous.

In his efforts to break up the situa-

tion he climbs into the window of

the room of a woman whose hus-
band is already jealous of him,
and the hilarious complications en-

sue. The picture ends with this lat-

ter husband demanding that “You
get out of my wife’s apartment,”
with the result being swarms of

men clamboring down the side of

the apartment building..

Fred Guiol did the direction, and
missed no bets. The fast-action

scenario and dialogue were written

by Monte Carter, who proved con-
clusively that he is a laugh-master
both in incident and plot.

Addie McPhail and Ed Deering
are the two comedy leads, and they
leave nothing to be desired when it

comes to developing the fun-stuff.

David Durand, capable 9-year-old

youngster, again proves his ability

by taking advantage of all the
laughs assigned him.
Maurice Black and Gertrude As-

tor play the second husband and
wife to good results, and George
Towne Hall as the first husband
accounts ably for all the possibili-

ties of his role.

F. A. H.

MACK BISSETT
PRESENTS

20th CENTURY-STEPPERS 20th
IN FANCHON AND MARCO’S “ROMANCE” IDEA AT LOEW’S STATE, LOS ANGELES, THIS WEEK
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MOVIE BALL PLAN

IS AGAIN REVIVED

FOR CURRENT YEAR

SEATTLE, May 22.—With many
of the film stars available in Hol-
lywood during the present dull
season, plans are being revived
here for the huge Movie Ball
;which was planned for last year
but was dropped because of in-

ability to obtain some top picture
names for the stunt.

Personal appearances of big
shots have always drawn heavily
here, and the plan is to hire the
huge Civic A.uditorium, • stage a
public dance, working in as a side
show proposition an exhibition stu-
dio with prop cameras and sound
equipment and coax the folks in

to see how picture are made—for
a price.

Various prize contests, civic re-

ceptions and luncheons and a big
ballyhoo are all wrapped up to-
gether with the idea, and pro-
moters believe they have a winner.
Announcement of the Hollywood

names booked is held up pending
signatures on the dotted line.

JUNE’S POPULARITY

SEATTLE, May 22.—June Clyde,
RKO film star, is proving a big
drawing card for local theatres.

She has a big following here
through her appearances, several
years ago, with Will King’s musi-
cal comedy show, and later with
King over the Fanchon and Marco
time. Theatres here are giving
her heavy billing whenever a pic-

ture in which she appears plays.

The result is healthy for the box-
office.

NEW M. C. OPENS

SEATLE, May 22.—Paul Spor,
known as the “Prince of Pep,”
opens at the Seattle Paramount
tomorrow for an indefinite engage-
ment as master - of - ceremonies.
Spor has been with Publix for five

years and numbers among his

many engagements the class Pub-
lix houses of the east and middle
west. Billing credits him with
versatility as a hoofer, singer and
musician.

GETS PICTURE OFFER
PORTLAND, May 22.—Chic

Cooper, Australian girl appearing
here this week with “The Dako-
tas,” whip-cracking and roping act

at the RKO Orpheum, received
offers here this week from New
York to re-enter talking pictures.

Miss Cooper made a test for Pathe
when in the east, but the film was
destroyed in the Pathe studio fire

in New York.

SEATTLE, May 22.—Don Ged-
des, manager of John Danz’ up-
town houses, surprised his friends

here this week when he announced
his impending marriage to Evelyn
Kelly, chorus girl at Danz’ State
Theatre. The nuptials will be per-

formed on the stage of the Colum-
bia, one of the theatres under
Geddes’ wing, on the night of

June 1.

VANCOUVER
By A. K. MacMARTIN

VANCOUVER, May 21.—A par-
ty of Universal film players from
Hollywood, headed by Harry Gar-
son and including Jttlius Bernheim,
nephew of Carl Laemmle; Isadore
Bernstein and Dorothy Janis, fern

lead, and eleven tons of parapher-
nalia belonging to the expedition,
sailed from Victoria, B. C., on the
Empress of Russia to, location in

the jungles of Borneo, via Hong
Kong and Singapore.

=F =K *

The contract for the erection of
Edward Guest’s $250,000 theatre on
Granville street, South, has been let

to a local contracting firm. Guest
is an independent eastern theatre
operator and the first easterner to
invade the west in competition with
the F. P. C. Corp. In referring to
this new house his p. a. is spread-
ing this line: “One of the innova-
tions incorporated in the plans of
the new playhouse is the provision
of sufficient screen space beneath
the proscenium arch for the show-
ing of the new three-dimensional
pictures now being perfected, and
which represents the height of
realism when combined with syn-
chronized sound production. The
equipment required for these three-
dimension pictures— which show
depth as well as heighth and
width—is very expensive and re-

quires special provision in stage
and screen space.” Not bad, wot?

* * *

“Dance Creations of 1930,” pre-
sented by the Zinck school, is the
latest local dancing show to be
staged at the Vancouver Theatre.
Ever since the Mernioff school
made a hit with their presentation
some weeks ago, the locals have
been stepping on it.

* * *
The F.P.C.C. are advertising

summer prices at their suburban
houses during the supper hour.
The cut is from 6:30 to 7 and is

25 cents and 10 cents down from
35 cents and 15 cents. It has
gone into effect at the nine neigh-
borhood houses.

CHURCH AFFAIR

SEATTLE, May 22.—One of

the Seattle churches pulled a new
angle last Tuesday and co-oper-
ated with the various theatres in

dedicating its one hundred thou-
sand dollar parish house. This
“little church around the corner,”

which is directed by the Rev. C.

H. Mook, is the only church in

town which gives special services

to the theatre folk. Many acts

from big houses were there and
provided a nice evening’s enter-

tainment for an enthusiastic audi-

ence.

GETS GOOD TIE-UP

SEATTLE, May 22.—Basil
Grey, business agent of the local

stage hands’ union, has effected

a nifty tie-up for local theatres

with George Coleman, owner of

the Royal Blue Taxi Company
here. Coleman, as a result of

Grey’s efforts, is lending a lot of

co-operation to theatre managers
on various exploitation stunt's.

BAXTER PICTURE IN

$17,500 WEEK TO

LEAD fi. 0. GROSSES

SEATTLE, May 22. — Jumping
into a decided lead by several

grand, the Fox Fifth Avenue in

Seattle outdistanced its many com-
petitors by five grand to the tune

of $17,500 last week with Warner
Baxter in “The Arizona Kid.”
Fanchon , & Marco’s “Coral” Idea
on the stage, together with Jackie
Souders, helped to send the cus-
tomers out smiling.
The Seattle Paramount with

“The New Adventure of Fu Man-
chu” pulled in $12,500, fair money,
but not enough. It’s a long trek
up the hill to this mammoth house,
and with stage shows coming in a
couple of weeks, grosses will jump
a few more grand.
The Orpheum still lagged be-

hind with an approximate $10,000,
which Evelyn Brent in “Framed”
did her share to bring in, together
with four acts of vaudeville.
Second and last week of Norma

Shearer in “The Divorcee” at the
Fox Theatre got close to $7250,
nice figures as this is strictly a
one-week house. Only “Sunny-
Side Up” and “Cock-eyed World”
has held ’em here longer than ten
days.

Get Good Start
The Music Box, one of Ham-

rick’s houses, third week of “Hold
Everything” did a nice $6900,
while across the street at the Blue
Mouse “Mamba” did an even $5000.
The Metropolitan with “Show

Girl in Hollywood” a little short
of these figures.

A1 Franks’ musical tab show at
the Follies (formerly Pantages)
got away to a big start, with a 10-

20-30c price scale. Better than four
grand for the first four days after
opening, and long lines of standees
evident daily.

The night clubs got a nice play,
especially at the Olympic Hotel
Venetian Gardens with “Tiny”
Burnett holding forth with his
capable little band. Added enter-
tainment here in the shape of Jean
and Jaqueline, dancers, helped to
keep up the good grosses with the
week-ends heavy.
The “Rose Room” at the Butler

Hotel got away to a good start
and held up nicely with Jack
Crawford and his band, while
“Club Victor,” playing only on
special nights, still failing to make
the grade. Drastic changes ex-
pected here with new policy to be
inaugurated by the angels in an
effort to get back some of the red.

Ballrom Takings
Cole McElroy at his Spanish

Ballroom takes a lion’s share of
the hoofers’ money, sharing it with
John Savage at the Trianon.
Both on the same street, a block
away, and ballyhooing special
parties in an effort to get the
dough.
So far Savage comes out second

best, "but with Tex Howard back,
lively competition is expected, as
this boy has quite a following.
Weather for the past week here

has been very unfavorable to show-
men, keeping the prospective ducat
buyers indoors.

Proving that they have “I’ll go
when you’ve got something” atti-

tude, the natives here packed the
downtown houses to the gills over
the week-end, leaving a couple of
the showmen wide-eyed and star-
ing and looking up old records.

Record Broken
Bud Sommers at the Orpheum

figured he broke the week-end
for attendance, taking in close to
eight grand Saturday and Sunday
on “Cuckoos.” The fire marshal
had a man watching the aisles

Sunday night with the crowds kind
of hard to handle up till 10:30.
This one should bring in the best
grosses since “Hit the Deck” and
“Rio Rita.”

At the Blue Mouse long lines of
standees were evident for Paul
Whiteman’s “King of Jazz,” while
across the street “All Quiet on the
Western Front” is making ’em
stand in the rain to see the
flicker.

The Fox Fifth Avenue with Ma-

Notes Along
Fifth Avenue

Herb Kern challenging the boys
at Ping Pong . . . but getting no
response . . . Irv Antes not know-
ing when the jug was empty . . .

George Shelton doing a skeleton

dance . . . and feeling at home.
. . . Owen Sweeten outrunning
his dog . . . making it in three
minutes flat . . . Owen wins by
a nose . . . Dicky Buckley . . .

red tie and panama suit . . .

giving the ladies a break . . .

at the Trianon . . . Dave Le
Winter discussing topics of the
day . . . with Jackie Souders . . .

Jack Crawford out in front of
the Blue Mouse.
Sam Jack Kaufman taking the

writer and his friends to break-
fast . . . and being joined by
Phil Lampkin . . . who gets a
thrill looking at a certain blonde.
. . . and that’s all . . . June Clyde
writing from Hollywood . . . and
her pictures adding more thrills

... to the same party . . . The
four a. m. conference . . . that
didn’t mean a thing . . . except a
desire ... so what? . . . Cath-
erine Custer all grown up and
still only eighteen . . . and one
of the best organists in the busi-
ness ... A young lady taking a
shot at something and missing

_. . and then being lectured . . .

rightly so ... A young strong
man . . . trying out at the Or-
pheum . . . giving the rush act
to the queen of the bill . . . and
getting no place

Phil Durbin waiting for sup-

rie Dressier and Polly Moran in

“Caught Short” kept the usherettes
on their toes for the first few days,
with no let-up in sight. Should do
the best business in weeks.
Gary Cooper in “The Texan” at

the Paramount brought ’em up the
hill in droves and will better last

week’s business by two or three
grand.
The only downtown house doing

average business is the Fox with
“The Movietone Follies of 1930.”
Heavy rainy weather over the

week-end.

SEATTLE, May 22.—The Win-
ter Garden Theatre, one of the

grind houses in the town, is to

have sound equipment. This thea-

tre is practically the last to enter
the movietone field. It is using
RCA Photophone.
The Garden will also be equipped

with a vocalite screen which has
third dimension qualities. The
screen is glass beaded and is said
to be so constructed that it will
adjust itself to the eye for perfect
vision from any angle on the
floor.

While the installation of this
equipment is taking place, the
theatre will be redecorated and re-
finished.

per . . . and nearly getting break-
fast . . . Buck Warren buying
supper . . . but in the wrong
booth . . . The “Dakotas” . .

feeding a hungry writer . . . after
a birthday party . . . and he re-
fusing to eat the cake . . . prov-
ing that he’s not a cake-eater . .

and spiking many rumors to the
contray . . . Henry Santrey and
his try-out party . . . all at ten
a. m. . . . and the Spanish singer
. . . who told stories . . . and was
stopped . . . not a prospect in
sight . . . Mrs. McEvoy . . . sign-
ing orders . . . and Irving Sklair
being generous.
Blanche Tigard on the phone

. . . trying to figure two dinner
dates . . . and keeping one . . .

graciously . . . Marie ... the
exquisite ballerina . . . being duly
recognized . . . and justly . . .

while shopping . . . and again . . .

backstage . . . Cherry Cooper-
Gaunt explaining among other
things . . . the hyphen in the
name . . . and entering case num-
ber ten sixty in the books . . .

Mrs. Henry Santrey being assisted
in parking the new Packard . . .

(Continued on Page 13)
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“GOIN’ HOME”
HOLLYWOOD MUSIC BOX
(Reviewed May 15)

The Civic Repertory Theatre
gave a most excellent production of

this powerful drama from the pen
of Ransom Rideout. A featured

group of such players as John
Litel in the Major Powell part,

Richie- Ling as the French Com-
mandant, Leyla Georgie as Lise,

the French wife of Robert Griffin,

who played the negro husband, to-

gether with a uniformly strong sup-

port cast, make this one of the out-

standing theatrical events of the

season.

The story presents an appealing

study of the negro heart without

going too much Uncle Tom, and

the Simon Legreeish Major Powell

turns out to be a very human
being.

Deserted in France by the Powell

family at the outbreak of war in

1914, the negro had been conscript-

ed into the Foreign Legion and

compelled to serve with the French
colored forces. The close of the

war found him remaining in France,

enjoyihg the lack of color distinc-

tion there, and married to a French

girl who thought him rich and dis-

tinguished in America. Powell’s

turning up brings disillusionment

and hate to -the girl and tragedy to

the negro.

Every act is loaded with drama.

Nothing is insignificant. Action,

situation and dialogue are well oiled

and kept moving along to the final,

startling end. It is outspoken, and

was considered too frank for pro-

duction by the Pasadena Commun-
ity Players, in whose Drama
League Contest it won first honors

under the title of “Deep River” a

few years ago. It also won the

national contest in 1927.

The cast is no doubt as ideally

typed in this production as could

ever be hoped for, due to the fa-

vorable auspices of the present tal-

ent situation in Hollywood and in

conjunction with the significance of

the play itself, offers rare enter-

tainment for the lovers of legiti-

mate theatre.

Other conspicuous parts were
capably filled by Zack Williams, as

the Senegalese giant soldier; Spen-

cer Williams, jr., and Charles R.

Moore, comedy, relief negro sol-

diers, and Walter Vaughn, deserter.

Georges Renevant produced and

directed.
Yeates.

of few morals and less sobriety. He
has not been seen by the aunts

since he was a nipper, but is ex-

pected for the funeral of some rel-

ative or other.

He arrives, cockeyed, but is seen

first by the family lawyer, who sub-

stitutes in his place a smooth young
man who has entered on the pre-

text of being a representative of

the undertaker. This chap turns

out to be an impersonator also, ac-

tually being a wealthy young man
who has taken this means of enter-

ing the house to meet the young
woman, with whom he has been
smitten at sight. The smiting was
mutual.

There is a good deal of confusion

in this situation, of course, especial-

ly when the young drunk turns up
again, and he adds to the merri-

ment by getting Aunt Elizabeth

spiffed and then stepping out with

her. The wealthy young man and
the girl elope, but fail to find a

license clerk and sleep out, return-

ing in the morning to face the

Stern old maids and a lot of, trou-

ble. It all comes out in the final

wash.

Lurene Tuttle, as the fluttering

young virgin who knew nothing at

all of men, took all honors for ar-

tistic work. She was priceless.

Marion Lord, featured player as

Aunt Elizabeth, showed that she is

learning restraint and turned in

some satisfactory comedy. The
other aunts were Zeffie Tilbury,

who was not quite an old maid,

having been married three weeks
and, as Elizabeth put it, “lost her

virginity legally”; and Bertha

Creighton, a capable woman.

Paul McGrath handled the ro-

mantic lead ,with Edward Cullen

portraying the drunken cousin.

Lowden Adams played the family

lawyer and Harry Hollingsworth
was the butler.

The set was very well done. Ed-
win H. Curtis staged it.

Yeates.

‘ELIZABETH SLEEPS OUT’
PRESIDENT THEATRE
LOS ANGELES
(Reviewed May 18)

An absurd confection divided into

three acts by Leslie Howard, hang-

ing on the slim thread of the funny

antics of an intoxicated young man.

Were it not played by so compe-

tent a crew, who extracted every

ounce of entertainment value, it

would have been a slow, draggy

and boresome vehicle.

As it was, however, the
_

laughs

were extracted from a willing au-

dience by the bushel.

The story is set in an old-fash-

ioned home in the Murray Hill dis-

trict of New York, where three old

maids and a young one exist in

manless glory. They are executors

of an estate, the beneficiary of

which is a wild-living young man

‘HI, THERE’
ERLANGER’S COLUMBIA
SAN FRANCISCO
(Reviewed May 15)

San Francisco’s first home-pro-
duced musicomedy of the Broad-
way type has much in its favor.

After studying “The Little Show”
and others of the New York group,

Paul Bissinger, with Alexander
Leftwich directing, has produced an
intimate revue that breezes along

at a speedy clip and has a number
of cleverly done sequences, assur-

ing good audience reaction. There
is some overhauling and readjust-

ing to be done before the show
reaches the perfect state, but when
it gets there it will be a pip.

Firstly, it strikes us that it’s a

mistake to open a show cold. Five
or seven nights of dogtown, even
though it would have cost a thou-

sand a night, would have done the

following things: eliminated the su-

perfluous sketches and numbers;
put the equipment and lighting ef-

fects in better condition; in short

would have taken off all the rough
edges and would have put the pro-

duction in the high gear it must
maintain in order to be a success.

And secondly, $2.50 for a down-
stairs seat is a lot of money foj

this town. People have been ac-

customed to seeing the biggest pro-

ductions—even though they are on
screen—at a general admission of

65 cents, and much as they like in-

the-flesh entertainment, they’re apt

to stop and think before they lay

out $5.00 a couple. Thirdly, the

show is without a strikingly big

flash.

In its favor the show has much.
First off, there is plenty in the way
of comedy. There are some thirty

scenes and almost every one is bol-

stered by the comedy antics of Ken
Murray, former RKO vaude head-
liner, now reformed to the nine

shows a week of the legit house in

preference to the 28 a week of the

vaude theatre. Although much of

Murray’s comedy was that used in

his RKO act, it had a deal of

freshness and was packed with
hearty laughs. Murray did his “six

clarinet lessons” bit and a flourish

introduction of Odette Myrtil, cul-

minating in a plea to “give the

broad a break,” and other clever

sequences that highlighted him
throughout the show.

There are some mighty funny
blackouts, chief among them being

“Perfect Service” by Kathleen Nor-
ris and played by Billy Griffith,

Paul Speegle, Odette Myrtil and
Lester Vail. Another is “The Spe-

cial Offer” by Beth Wendel, that’s

as blue as the sky in a Maxfield
Parrish painting, but has a laugh in

every line. A Clark and McCul-
lough and several other sketches

were deleted after the first night.

In addition to Murray the cast

was headed by Odette Myrtil. She
was excellent, working with an
amazing ease, never straining for

laughs or applause, yet always net-

ting fine hands. She was beauti-

fully gowned and presented a strik-

ing appearance. Her “Pierrotnade,”

similar to her vaude act, was an
outstanding hit of the show.

Personable Helen Charleston
scored heavily with her cute sing-

ing and highly agile stepping. She
had plenty of work to do through-

out the show and handled each se-

quence with ease and grace. Her
brother, Milton, doing comedy
along with Murray, landed heavily,

topping off his work with some
marathon Soviet stepping.

Jerry Whyte scored in at least a

half dozen numbers in which he

danced, sang and played parts, dis-

playing a versatility and personal-

ity of no mean proportions. Frank
Beaston got over with a variety of

offerings that ranged from singing

to hoofing, banjoing and dialoguing

and doing all well. In character

comedy parts Billy Griffith drew a

flock of laughs for his efforts. Les-

ter Vail appeared to advantage in

numerous of the sketches, doing his

parts for a maximum of laughs.

Teddie Walters had several num-
bers, best of which was “No One
But the Right Man Can Do Me
Wrong.” Good little hoofer and
cute. Foster, Fagan and Cox han-

dled a lot of the show’s vocal work
and clowned with Murray. Remain-
der of the cast included Paul Spee-

gle, Virginia Strong, Neal Spauld-

ing, Griff Williams and Elizabeth

Bruce.
There were several good tunes in

the show, including “No One But
the Right Man Can Do Me Wrong,”
a hot chune; “Why Worry??”
“Dream Music,” and “Not Once in

a Million Years.” Carlton Kelsey
was in charge of all music and con-

ducted Eddie Harkness’ augmented

orchestra throughout the show,

handling it in great style.

A1 Siegel staged the dances,

working with a line of twelve girls.

Jerry Whyte assisted. Highlights
were “Do a Hallelujah” and “That
Mr. Brown.” Siegel had some
clever intricate stepping to his

credit. Girls included Blanche
Archer, June Daye, Diane Dover,
Audrey Joyce, Ida Lee, Leona Lee,
Zetta Lee, Ruth Marion, Lucille
Mayes, Elaine Reynolds, Jolain
Reynolds and Nadina Rae Verne.
A colored octet worked back-

stage, building up several of the
vocal numbers. Draperies were
mainly utilized for settings. Flor-
ence Calkins designed the costumes,
which were very charming. A finale

with four baby grands on a revolv-
ing platform gave the show its

greatest flash in the finale.

Bock.

“ROUND HEELS”
THEATRE MART
LOS ANGELES
(Reviewed May 16)

First performance of a new play
—and a maiden attempt—by Paul
Fix; also directed by the author.
This production was chiefly signifi-

cant for the performance of Rus-
sell Hopton in the -lead role. It

showed him to be a natural artist,

at least in this type of play, and he
carried away all the honors with
ease.

The story comes dangerously
close to being a back-stage yarn,
theme song and all, and appears to

have been designed for pictures. It

needs lots better timing, having too
many changes of pace which are
not balanced off. It is jerky, gal-

lopy, and needs getting under con-
trol.

A prologue opens the action in

Hopton’s apartment over a speak-
easy, where he is introduced as an
aspiring playwright who cannot
seem to finish his first effort. He

is broke, and is advised by friends

to get hold of a girl and go out on

the road as a song-and-dance act.

He shows no enthusiasm for the

idea, and says he knows no girls,

anyway. A raid on the speakeasy

downstairs draws his friends out,

and in a few moments his door
suddenly bursts open and a girl

(Marion Burns) pops in.

In the twinkling of an eye the
dialogue takes on a gallop and de-
velops that this was her first trip

to a speakeasy, that she had been
with a ' sugar who had proposi-
tioned her, she had fled when the
raid gave her an opportunity, she
was out of work, not even a place
to live, was a show girl and a
hoofer—just the partner he needed
—and after a yes-no-yes argument,
consented to sleep in his bed while
he flopped on the lounge. Fast
work.
Act one brings them back after

two years of married trouping, no
better off except that they own a
dog, and the play still unfinished.
The night before they had opened
in a new Broadway show, and a
flop. The girl hangs the no-good-
guy sign on him and walks, and he,

broken-hearted, finishes the play.

Act two brings a complete change
of pace in the apartment of a pro-
ducing angel, where the production
tries to put on the ritz and fails,

partly because of inadequate set-

ting and partly because of the slow-
up to a languid tempo. The angel
is no other than Marion’s sugar,
and she comes to dine and wine.
He has a surprise for her, none
other than a new play, by—you’ve
guessed it. But angel does not
know the author is girlie’s husband,
and when hubby comes to meet ,the

new star of his play—poppo!
Act three is used to work out the

happy ending, starting out fast,

slowing down, then picking up to
half speed.
Hopton handled himself superb-

(Continued on Page 15)
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With
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SYD COLTON
Not a Feature— But a Help in “ROMANCE” IDEA

AT LOEW’S STATE, LOS ANGELES, THIS WEEK

WILL KING
Now at the v

CASINO THEATRE
SAN FRANCISCO

Jim MCDONALD and Barney DEAN
TWO SERIOUS GENTLEMEN Featured in FANCHON AND MARCO’S “BRUNETTES” IDEA

For Which We Are Thankful to FANCHON AND MARCO, CHARLIE HOGAN and SCHALLMAN BROS.

ARMANDA JOSE

CHIROT and MERCADO Featured Singers in

“BRUNETTES” IDEA
Our Fourth Consecutive Tour

WE EXTEND OUR SINCERE APPRECIATION TO FANCHON AND MARCO and HARRY WALLEN

BOBBY DUGGER RED GIBBONS BILL PRESTON

THE THREE BRICKTOPS
Featured in Fanchon and Marco’s “Romance” Idea at Loew’s State, Los Angeles, This Week
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Facts9 Echoes From Melody "Land

Hot Lic\s of Music
By JACK B. TENNEY

Hiding one’s light is a very fool-

ish thing. It is so foolish that most
of us have gone to the other ex-

treme these days, particularly in the

show business. If we have any-
thing at all, we endeavor to let the

world know it in capital letters.

We are very bold about it collect-

ively and do not hesitate to use
sun-arcs and broadcasting methods
whenever we decide that the world
should be in on the secret. With
everyone blaring forth, the market-
place has become a medley of an-

nouncements and we have grown
somewhat used to the noise. We
do not pay quite so much attention

to its as formerly; we accept it as a

matter of course. In fact, we are

usually making so much noise our-

selves that we really do not hear
the racket. It is only when we
find a strange silence that we real-

ize something is wrong.

All of which brings me to what I

started to write about. I know two
violinists—known both rather well

for a number of years. I had real-

ly never thought much about either

of them in a comparative way, al-

though both are friends of mine
and have worked with me. One
never spoke of his ability nor in

any way impressed me as unusual.

His work was faultless, but never
stood out or attracted attention. He
was reliable and valuable, but in

such a quiet manner that you nat-

urally took him for granted. In
fact you never thought of him
apart. He was like an important
cog in a wheel, functioning well

and no different from the other
cogs.

My other violinist was the oppo-
site type. Every bow was a flour-

ish; every movement was a clarion

call for attention. Without know-
ing exactly why, you got the idea

that the boy was not only good but

that he was great. In fact you
would soon feel that here was a

master. If you were around him
long enough you would learn that

the solos he played were the most
difficult and that he played them
with skillful ease and precision. He
stayed in your mind and whenever
violinists were discussed you spoke
right up and told all about him.

Not long ago my quiet fiddle

player had to play a solo. He had
no opportunity to prepare and
someone suggested a concerto that

YOU’LL BE DELIGHTED
WHEN YOU HEAR
“BONITA”

An Appealing Fox Trot Ballad
The Song Beautiful

“WHEN THE LONELY
DAY IS ENDED”
KARAN-DUNN
PUBLICATIONS

Kress Bldg. San Francisco

would stagger many of the best. I

was surprised when he replied that

he would play it if the director

thought it would be all right. It

was part of the day’s work—and
he played it! For the first time we
realized that here was more than a

mere fiddler. I spoke to him after-

wards, expressing my surprise. I

mentioned my other friend and
told him frankly that I thought he
was the better violinist. He didn’t

even blush and hastened to inform
me that I was mistaken, and I

know that he meant it.

Sometimes there is so much noise

in the market-place that we get an
inferiority complex. If you can’t

make yourself heard above the bed-
lam, get a megaphone.

* * *

Maria Fiorella, baritone and a

pupil of Sammarco of Milan, Italy,

has been contracted by Sid Grau-
man and will be heard in the pro-

logue to “Hell’s Angels” at the

Chinese. Fiorella is an American,
whether it sounds that way or not.

* * *

Nashold’s Ballroom in San Diego
is reported to be playing to excel-

lent business. It is about the only

spot in the southern city employ-
ing a ten-piece band. The boys
are working every night except
Sundays, devoting two of the six

nights to old-time dancing. The
old-fashioned dance fans of San
Diego are responding in a big way
to these special nights. Dudley
Nashold, trumpet-director and pro-

prietor, hasn’t changed a man in

the personnel of the orchestra since

he opened, last December. A sing-

ing trio, trombone and violin trios

are regular features of the orches-

tra. The personnel is composed of

Jess Randall, reeds, trombone and
violin; Hartzell Isham-Jones, reeds

and violin; Wally Rutan, reeds, vi-

olin and guitar; Joe Luna, trumpet,
string bass and guitar; Spencer
Hill, piano and accordion; Henry
Simpson, bass, trombone and piano;

Lloyd Hanck, drums, vibraphone;

Marion Anthony, trombone; Julie

Nashold, banjo, and guitar, and
Dudley Nashold, trumpet and di-

rector. With that outlay of talent

there is little wonder that Nashold’s
Ballroom is enjoying excellent busi-

ness.
* * *

Glen Bucey and his Orchestra
are scheduled to open at the Oaks
Tavern Cafe this week. Glen and
his boys were at the Pom Pom
in Hollywood for the past five

months. They were putting over
an excellent brand of music until

the slump came in the picture col-

ony and the night spot was forced

to close its doors.
* * *

Ray Lopez, trumpet, has joined
Lou Travellers Orchestra at the

(Continued on Page 13)

Song Leaders

MAKING and BREAKING RECORDS
CROWDED SESSIONS MATINEES and NIGHTS
WITHOUT THE AID OF GIFTS and CONTESTS.

ALL CASH CUSTOMERS

OWEN FALLON
AND HIS CALIFORNIANS

NOW IN THIRD YEAR AT

WILSON’S BALLROOM
(Formerly Cinderella Roof)

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

LOS ANGELES
Last week’s first and second

leaders continue to hold firm again
this week, but there are some
changes in the field. “Springtime”
vogue is declining, while “Blue Is

The Night,” “Dancing With Tears”
and “Sweeping the Clouds Away”
are on the climb. Following is the

scoreboard for the week:
1. “It Happened In Monterey”

—Feist.

2. “Stein Song”—Carl Fischer.

3. “When the Little Red Roses”
—De Sylva, Brown and Henderson.

4. “The Moon Is Low”—Rob-
bins.

5. “Springtime In The Rockies”
—Villa Moret.

6. “Blue Is The Night”—Rob-
bins.

7. “Sing, You Sinners”—Fam-
ous.

8. “I’m In The Market For
You”—Red Star.

9. “Dancing With Tears In My
Eyes”—Witmark.

10. “Sweeping the Clouds
Aaway”—Famous.
Crowding close behind are

“Woman In The Shoe,” “Cottage
For Sale” 'and “Anchors Aweigh.”

Records
1. “Stein Song”—All recordings.

2. “Exactly Like You”—Victor.

3. “Cottage For Sale”—All re-

cordings.
4. “When the Little Red Roses”

—All recordings.

5. “It Happened In Monterey”
—All recordings.

6. “The Moon Is Low”— All

recordings.
7. “Rogue Song”—Tibbett (Vic-

tor).

8. “A Pair of Blue Eyes”—
McCormack (Victor).

9. “When The Bloom Is On
The Sage”—Columbia.
Sage”—Columbia.

10. “Springtime In The Rockies”

—All recordings.

SAN FRANCISCO
A new deal in sheet music sales

found “Stein Song” in ace posi-

tion with a new card, “Ten Cents

a Dance,” showing up strong and

still anther “11:30 Saturday Night”
jumping up several points. Lead-

ers are:

1. “Stein Song”—Radio Music
Co.

2. “Under a Texas Moon”

—

Remick.
3. “Moon Is Low”—Robbins.

4. “Ten Cents a Dance”

—

Harms.
5. “11:30 Saturday Night”

—

Sherman, Clay.

6. “With You”—Berlin.

7. “It Happened In Monterey”
—Feist.

8. “Springtime In the Rockies”
—Villa Moret.

9. “When I’m Looking At
You”—Robbins.

10. “Cottage For Sale”— De-
Sylva, Brown and Henderson.

NORTHWEST
Sheet music biz around town

has been rather slow during the

nast week, with the consistencv of

“The Stein Song” remarkable. This
is ordinarily a one-week town,
owing to the big flickers showing
one week onlv. “Springtime in the

Rockies” holding heavy along with

“Stein Song.” with the numbers
from the Whiteman picture, due to

heavy plugging bv the John Ham-
rick houses, coming along glori-

ously.

The week’s line-up follows:

1. “The Stein Song”— Radio
Music Co.

2. “Springtime in the Rockies”

—

Villa Moret.
3. “It Happened in Monterey”

—

Feist.

4. “Moon Is Low”—Robbins.

5. “Woman in the Shoe”—Rob-
bins.

A “With You”—Berlin.

7. “Rock-a-Bye to Sleep in

Dixie”—Cross.

8. “When the Little Red Roses
Get the Blues for You”—DeSylva,
Brown fk Henderson.

9. “Cryin’ for the Carolines”

—

Remick’s.
10. “There’s Danger in Your

Eves. Cherie”—Berlin.

“When I’m Looking At You”
dropped a little, but is still press-
ing the leaders, together with
“Should I?”, “Sing. You Sinners,”

“Tonight” and “White Dove.”

FALLON IN S. F.

SAN FRANCTSCO, May 22.—
Owen Fallon, whose orchestra is

at Wilson’s Ballroom, Los Ange-
les, was here this week en route
to the southern citv after a fishing

trip in Northern California.

BILL IEIKLEJ01
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Bill Meiklejohn, well known re-

vue producer of Southern Califor-

nia, is to open the Casino Roof
at Balboa Beach May 30.

The class dance palace will be
one of the largest in Southern Cali-

fornia, accommodating 1500 cou-
ples. In addition to the dance
floor features, there will be a large

Hula Hut and Night Club.
Decorators and renovators have

been working on the Casino Roof
for six weeks under the watchful
Meiklejohn eye, and he declares it

will be one of the classiest here-

abouts when the door swings
May 30.

The music for the spot has not
yet been selected, but decision is

due later this week.

SEATTLE, May 22.—Gene Mc-
Cormick, professional manager of

the S. L. Cross Music Corporation,
left here this week for San Fran-
cisco where he will attend to mat-
ters relative to publication of the

firm’s newly enlarged catalogue,
head by their big hits, “Rock-a-
Bye to Sleep in Dixie” and “To-
night.” Sylvester Cross, president
of the firm, is scheduled to fol-

low McCormick within the next
few days.

Jean Armand. vice-president of
the firm, will leave here within the
next fortnight for Los Angeles
where he will open a permanent
office for the concern. Armand
is in charge of promotion and ex-
ploitation for the Cross organiza-
tion.

SCORING HIT

A new song number, “My Ha-
waii,” composed by Genevieve Ellis

and published by Marquis Ellis,

both well-known teachers of dra-

matics and vocal and instrumental
music, and responsible for the de-
buts of many stage and picture

stars, is catching on. U. S. sales

rights have been purchased by Har-
ry G. Neville for the National Mu-
sic Corporation, except for the S.

H. Kress stores. The latter have
bought sales rights for their own
stores direct from Ellis.

IS NOW PUBLISHER

PORTLAND, Ore,, May 22.—
Irving Sklare, for the past several

vears divisional manager for the

Remick stores in this territory,

and now an independent operator

owning the music counter in Meier
and Franks’ department store here,

has gone in for music publishing.

Currently, Sklare is plugging three

tunes composed by a local girl.

Gertrude Meyers. The numbers
are “Play Girl.” a fox trot; “What
Will I Do Without You,” ballad,

and “Mammy’s Lonely Lullaby,”

waltz.

FINISHES FOURTH YEAR

PORTLAND, May 22.—Cather-
ine Custer has just completed her
fourth year as top organist at the

RKO Orpheum here. Prior to the

house being taken over by Or-
pheum, Miss Custer held forth at

the house console during the Pan-
tages regime. She broadcasts daily

over Station KVEP.

Wallace Smith, R-K-O writer,

has been assigned to write the pic-

ture version for “The Silver

Horde,” from the Rex Beach novel.

Cheerio Song
Getting Rush
On the Coast

Jack Robbins, head of Robbins
Music Corporation, ' and Bernard
Prager, sales manager, of New
York City, spent a few days here
last week visiting Sig Bosley, lo-
cal representative, and lining up
for some new M-G M themies.
The next one, which they swear
is to be a tremendous hit, is

“Singing a Song to the Stars,”
spotted in William Haines’ picture
“Way Out West,” to be released
next month.

A new one, “ Cheer Up, Good
Times Are Coming,” a prosperity
song endorsed by Herbert Hoover,
is being rushed to publication on
the Coast and is to be launched in

a big tie-up with Rotarians, Ki-
wanians and Optimists all over the
country during the next two
weeks.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
Charging that Barney Poetz, man-
ager of El Patio ballroom, had
agreed in 1926 that he would not
compete with the Balconades ball-

room for three years and that he
broke the agreement a short time,

later, the Balconades Ballroom,
Inc., this week opened a $100,000
damage suit against the Van Ness
Amusement Co., operators of El
Patio.

George Puckett, suing as owner
of the Balconades, charges that
Poetz was a partner in the Bal-
conades firm in 1926 and that he
broke partnership shortly thereaf-
ter, agreeing not to compete with
Puckett for three years. Puckett
further alleges that Poetz was the
real owner of El Patio from 1927
to 1929 and that damages of

$100,000 must be paid.

Poetz has not yet answered the
suit.

ART DUE BACK

Art Swartz, representing the
Witmark firm, is expected back
next week from a business trip

north.

SUCCEEDS HERTZ

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
Basil Cameron, Scotch conductor,
succeeds Alfred Hertz as director

of the San Francisco Symphony,
playing the first half of the con-
cert season. After that Issay De-
browen, Norwegian musician, takes
the baton.

RUDOLPH N.

SCHRAEGER
PREMIER ORGANIST

Chinese Theatre, Hollywood
INDEFINITE

WM. (Billy) KNOX
SOLO ORGANIST

Fox Oakland Theatre

“A LITTLE SMILE”
Words and Music by

GEO. B. L. BRAUN
(A Fox Trot Sensation)

CONCORD PUBLISHING CO.
1179 Market St. San Francisco

FRISCO’S FAVORITES

JESSE STAFFORD
and His Palace Hotel Orchestra

Broadcasting Via KPO
’Frisco, birthplace of Barbary Coast syncopation, knows what
it wants in the way of tunes. Jesse Stafford “offers no substi-

tutes” when he features, nightly, those three song aces

—

“BLUE IS THE NIGHT” “THE MOON IS LOW”
“WHEN I’M LOOKING AT YOU”

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.
799 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY
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(Continued from Page 12)

Casino Gardens, Ocean Park. Our
old friend Lou is going great.guns

at the beach ballroom and, judg-
ing from the business, looks to. be
set from now on. The Casino,

one of the largest dance pavilions

on the Pacific Coast, is without
question doing the most profitable

business of any ballroom in the

beach territory.

* * *

Jack Crawford and his Orchestra
will replace Sunny Brooks’ Or-
chestra at Solomon’s Jungle Club
on May 31. Crawford is sched-
uled to play the Grand Avenue
dance pavilion until June 20, after

which he will pull stakes for the

east to open a summer engage-
ment at the Steel Pier, Atlantic

City. Bookings were arranged by
the Music Corporation of America.

* * *

Gus Arnheim and his Orchestra
will furnish the music at the for-

mal opening of the' Santa Monica
Breakers Club on May 24.

* * *

Lou Singer and his Orchestra
are broadcasting nightly at 9:30

p. m. by remote control from
Swift’s Palais Ballroom over Ra-
dio KMIC. Lou, in addition to

his musical ability, is an expert
radio technician, and therefore

knows his “mike.” The answer is

perfect reception.

* * *

Rumor has it that Fred Solo-
mon, the Los Angeles dance im-
pressario, is looking for a summer
spot at the beach. Solomon is

said to be negotiating for the Pier

Ballroom at Santa Monica.

Notes Along
Fifth Avenue

STm PUT

TO ‘PIRATE’ SHEETS

A quietus has been put on the

sale of the pirate song sheets

which for some time past have

been peddled on the downtown
streets and at the ball games.
Wholesale arrests were made last

week, when the peddlers were
picked up and tossed in the clink
to serve forty days.
The publishers’ representatives

now work under instructions to
telephone the “Bunko” squad any
time they see any boys working
and to stand by to give evidence
of attempts to sell the bootleg
copyright material. The result is

a quick pickup and prison song.

CAFE OPENS BIG

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
Jo Mendel’s Cafe at the Beach
opened this week to a capacity
crowd with Mendel conducting his

own orchestra.

BUY MUSIC FIRM

Radio Music Company has pur-
chased a controlling interest in the
music publishing firm of Davis,
Coots and Engel, Inc.

GEARY BOOKS FILM
SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—

Tiffany has booked its picture
“Journey’s End” into the Geary,
opening May 25. Geary has nevei
before played a picture but previ-

ously housed the stage production
of the English war drama. Pic-
ture comes in under road show
policy at $2 top. It will run com-
petition to Universal’s “All Quiet
on the Western Front” at the

Warfield.

Musical Tab

AL FRANKS
SEATTLE
(Reviewed May 15)

After an absence of nearly a

year, A1 Franks and his company
made a triumphant return to the

old Pantages Theatre. He pre-

sented a higher type of entertain-

ment than he did before, and if

the crowds that he has been play-

ing to since his opening mean any-
thing, he should be here for a long
run.

The highlights of the show in-

cluded Rose Smith, an old favor-

ite here, who received the hand of

the evening. Ruth Albright and
Florence King, newcomers to this

town, showed their versatility when
it came to performing for the na-
tives. They have exceptionally

good voices and the way they put
over their songs found high favor
with the patrons. Franks, of

course, proved his right to the title

of a first-rate comedian when he
sang a golf parody song.
In this company are some very

fine performers, among which will

be found Dale Jackson, whose ren-
dition of “Roll On, Silvery Moon”
was one of the outstanding hits of
the show. Velma Buist and Peggy
Burns displayed topnotch class in

their tap dance. Warren Fabian,
a pleasing baritone, sang “Waiting
for Ships That Never Come In”
with good expresion. Dick Buck-
ley used “If I Can’t Have You.”
Buckley is a good singer but
should learn to get his words
across. Rose Smith presented
“Sweeping the Clouds Away” and
was rewarded with three encores.

On a whole, Franks’ first show
was generally pleasing. He has a

nice line of girls, good characters

IN EGAN CAST
Brown and Forrest, producers

of “For Cryin’ Out Loud,” which
will begin its sixth week at the

Egan Theatre on Monday, an-
nounce that Sidney Franklin, Jew-
ish character actor, has been added
to the cast, replacing A1 Aldrich.
Franklin created the role of Solo-
mon Levy in the original produc-
tion of “Abie’s Irish Rose” at the
Morosco Theatre some years ago.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
W. J. Heineman, manager of Uni-
versal’s exchange, has returned
from U’s national convention in

New York.

and good singers and with new
material ought to go far with this

engagement.
Roy.

GOLDEN FACING KNIFE

SEATTLE, May 22.— Manager
Lou Golden of the Fox Theatre
here left this week for a trip to

Los Angeles. The journey is being
made in company with Ken
Schoenfeld, local merchant and
theatre enthusiast. While south,

Golden will undergo a major op-

eration. John Bowles, Lou’s as-

sistant at the Fox, will be in

charge of the house during Gold-
en’s absence.

SAN FRANCISCO, May 22.—
The Hardgrove brothers, dance
team, returned this week from
Australia where they were for nine

months on the Williamson-Tait
circuit. They opened this week
for Ackerman, Harris at the Ca-
sino.

PETER PAUL LYONS
AND HIS CONCERT ORCHESTRA

LOEW'S WARFIELD SAN FRANCISCO

JAY BCCWEL
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

FOX EL CAPITAN SAN FRANCISCO

THANKS! EVERYONE!

“ROCK-A-BYE
TO SLEEP IN

DIXIE”

(Continued from Page 10)

Bee McNamee receiving a compli-
ment from another blonde artiste

. . . and not hearing it . . . till a

week later . . . from a dark horse
. . . the same artist singing her
way to fame at the Publix houses.
Eddie Magill waiting for Yvette

to show up for rehearsal . . . The
Hartungs and friends buying for

the columnist after a preview . . .

Benny. Noble dashing between the

Winter Garden and the Colonial

. . . proving that J. D. makes ’em
work ... Jim O’Connell meeting
a few of the natives . . . Stanleigh
Mallotte reaching for publicity

. . . and not finding anyone there

. . . Jerry Green directing work
on the Embassy marquee . . .

Bebs Malloy and Evelyn Ruth
supping at Mannings . . . and or-

dering spinach . . . Truman Bis-

hop Handy doing a Handy Andy
for KPCB . . . Gene McCormick
elected to go out for drinks on
the house . . . don’t rush it was
only malties.

Emma Jane Eppler looking at

some drawings ... as usual want-
ing them . . . Dot Winans looking
over the music counter . . .

Around the corner Madge Bald-
win doing the same . . . Lou
Oudeen going on an orange juice

diet . . . Gordy McBean now do-
ing the graveyard watch . . . far

from being dead himself . . . Pet
Salvus getting hit in the head
. . . with some peanuts . . . Andy
Hotovitsky and Stuart Marlatt
out to the ball game ... or was
it their grandmother’s funeral?
Tiny Snyder calling on Myrtle
Strong . . . and insisting upon
good plugs . . . Harry Mills call-

ing on the De Toregos . . . for

some reason or other.
Margaret Johnson reading

“Cradle of the Deep” . . . with a

salty taste . . . Ted Harris telling

another press agent his troubles

. . . while sizing up the crowd at

the Trianon . . . John Savage
talking about boys . . . who had
big opportunities .... and in

walked Vic Meyers . . . Buddy
Jenkins, Midge McCoy, Bob Mur-
ray and Pinky Day attending Rev-
erend C. S. Mook’s new parish

dedication . . . Owen Sweeten . . .

smile and all . . . taking a bow
from the same audience . . . Lou
Oudeen sending a message . . .

and the messenger keeping it for

himself . . . and supposing I

can’t sing or dance ... so what?
“That’s all . . . next tryout
please” . . . See you in Joburg.

TO WRITE ORIGINAL

ROLAND
CORNELIUS

AND HIS
ENTERTAINING
ORCHESTRA

CAFE ROBERTS AT THE BEACH
“Since ’97’' San Francisco

AND

WILL PRIOR
CONDUCTOR

NEW STATE THEATRE, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

“TONIGHT”
ARE GOING SO GREAT THAT NEXT WEEK

WE ANNOUNCE OUR

LOS ANGELES
OFFICE LOCATION!

TED HENKEL
MUSICAL

CONDUCTOR and
PRESENTATION

DIRECTOR

CIVIC THEATRE
Auckland, New Zealand

- : - Stage Band of 20Pit Orchestra of 30

Our “THEMIE” HITS That HIT

WATCH FOR OUR NEW RELEASES

S. L. CROSS MUSIC C0RP.
SYL CROSS, President JEAN ARMAND, Vice-President

GENE McCORMICK, Prof. Mgr. NEWT KELLY, Sales Mgr.

DPE55 YOUR THEATRE OP YOUR ACT WITH THE FINEST AND MOST ARTISTIC ^
ENERY«»DRAPERIES

DESIGNED MADE UP AND PAINTED BY THE LARGEST AND MOST
EFFICIENT STAFF OF SCENIC ARTISTS, DESIGNERS AND DRAPEBY
EXPERTS IN AMERICAS LARGEST AND MOST BEAVTIFVL STUDIOS

Los Angeles Scenic Stvdios Inc

UJ III

affiliated with GiasF Thompson Scenic Co.

1215 BATES AVE.
. tj AT FOUNTAIN AVE. NEAR SUNSET BLVD,

Ip— HOLLYWOOD
ssctmc

r-ffBp k~

Achmed Abdullah, Persian novel-

ist, is to write an original drama,
tentatively titled “Song of India,”

to be produced with Ramon No-
varro as star.

DROP CURTAINS
PICTURE SCREENS

PROLOGUES
CINEMAS STAGE-
CYCLORAMAS
ASBESTOS CURTAINS

i
Vnic^ue Effect^* settings ** the modern stage

UNUSUAL FABRICS I DRAPERIES

TAPESTRIES -WALL HANGINGS

MURAL DECORATIONS!

NOISELESS
CURTAIN TRAVELERS

OPEGATED BY
REMOTE CONTROL

¥
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MILLION DOLLAR
LOS ANGELES
(Reviewed May 15)
The quality is away off now,

and at the rate it is declining it

don’t be long before the custom-
ers get jaded. The acts creak,

either with tryout or with old age.

At least one good strong headliner

is needed to hold the bill up.

Mitchell 'and Louise opened this

one with their strong act, the lady

doing the under work. Hoked the

way it is, it would sell better in

clown dress. Only fair reception.

Rhythm Kings held No. 2, three

boys and a piano, opening in pop
song numbers and patter, then go-

ing into a comedy taps routine.

Their voices are only indifferent,

but the dance sold well, and they
might take a tip from that and
develop the stepping, letting the

vocals go; there are so many who
sing better. *

The Haines Sisters treyed, a pair

of attractive blondes, bringing on
steel guitars, harmonizing vocally
then going into the William Tell

overture. Then they went out to

get ukes and danced while they
strummed, for a fair hand. Next,
they brought on banjos and woke
the customers up to the tune of

three bows. - This act could be
staged better; it is not fast enough
to stand for exits and they would
hold attention better if they had
their instruments stacked and
grabbed them without stopping the
act.

Pellicord and Co. offered a

school act, brand new offering but
weak in cast and material. Looked
amateur; no punch; kindergarten
gags and quips. Schoolmarm,
comic and straight boy all weak,
three girls best part of the act.

Needed at least three more in the
girl line, and Oh, how they need
gagging up! Any high school
could do lots better.

Fields and Fields in. next to

closing. The man opened up on
“I Want My Rib,” the rib came
on and they clinched. Knockabout
stuff, some off-color gags and a
little in the song line.

Joy and Lazzaroni, roller skate
team, closed and got about the
best returns of the bill.

Picture was Paramount’s “Young
Eagle,” with Buddy Rogers.

Yeates.

RKO THEATRE
(LOS ANGELES
(Reviewed May 15)
A top-heavy bill, with two full

stage flash acts as one and two,
headliner Nan Halperin in trey,

and the Burns and Allen two-act
for closer. The speed and pep
of the closer was needed in the
deuce spot, and Manny King could
have closed.

Opener was Frabell’s Frolics, in-

troduced by the Cherie Sisters

(2) harmonizing on an introduc-
tory song, then joining with Fra-
bell for a taps number that only
registered fair. The Cheries then
sang “Painting the Clouds” from
behind a scrim, in a baby spot,
then the scrim up for the act

—

a tight wire. Margie Hoey walked
the wire with airplane wings for

balancers, then Frabell appeared
for a hoofing routine on the wire,

with Margie down on stage, fol-

lowing same routine; returns fair.

The girl went up for a wire dance
and won a good hand. Cherie
Sisters came back to warble a
baby number then went into taps.

Frabell on the wire again for a
comedy dance that scored heavily.

All on for a Wild West finish, for

one bow only.

Manny King and His Merry-
makers deuced, with “A Night In
Greenwich Village,” opening .with

Manny and straight man in chat-
ter, bringing plenty laffs. Straight
man offered “Cryin’ For the Caro-
lines” for fair returns, then Mhnny
back for more chatter and lots of
laffs. A hefty fern warbled “Here
We Are,” with Manny fiddling,

mugging for laffs, and sold very
fair. A hoked Apache dance by
a clever team was followed by a

burlesque between Manny and the
big girl for a good payoff.

Nan Halperin, headliner, singled
in three character numbers and
had no trouble selling her artistry.

Opened as a poor little rich girl

with a book, “Famous Women of
History,” then characterized Cath-
erine of Russia in costumes and
with a clever comedy song, and
then Scarlet Sister Sadie, dramatic.
She scored a great hand and came
back for a little speech, paying
off big again.

George Burns and Grace Allen
dished up some clever Boasberg
lines, big in laff returns. The girl

was especially good. They took
the edge off their act, however, by
closing with some very ordinary
hoofing.

Before the acts, Billy Small lead
the house band through a selection
of numbers from “Cuckoos,’ put-
ting a little hoke in it and getting
quite a hand.

Film fare was “Lovin’ the
Ladies” (Radio) with Richard Dix.

Yeates.

HIPPODROME THEATRE
LOS ANGELES
(Reviewed May 18)

French and Parrish, two colored
boys, opened the show with three
different routines of tap dancing,
none to effect. Looked like they
did not know what was coming
next. Not up to standard of the
colored dancing acts.

Jay Johnson, a young man who
can sing, play the piano, tell some
clean stories and also plays the ac-
cordion, very good. Jay opened
playing the piano and had songs
which seemed new. He closed
with selections on the accordion to
good advantage. This boy has lots
of personality and always looks
good.
Delmar and Haitt, man and wo-

man, opened with a routine of com-
edy talk. They had the old bit of
how old are you, when were you
born, etc. Man offered song in
middle of act. After that they had
a few gags and offered a yodeling
song for finish.

Claire Vance, a good-sized wo-

WALTER S. WILLS
STUDIO OF STAGE DANCING

7016 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD GLADSTONE 9602
PROFESSIONALS TAUGHT BY PROFESSIONALS

Students of the Wills Dancing School are now engaged at
RKO, Warner Bros, and First National Studios, and in the

George Olsen’s Plantation Revue

WANTED—Acts Suitable for Vaudeville, Picture House
Presentations, Clubs and Talkies

THEATRICAL
AGENCYAL WAGER

(Artists’ Representative)
221 Loew’s State Bldg. Phone VAndike 3619 Los Angeles, Calif.

Meiklejohn Bros.
ASSOCIATED VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS

Fourth Floor, Spreckels Bldg.

Phoneti 714 So. Hill St.

TRinity 2217, TRinity 221* LOS ANGELES
VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURE HOUSE

ENGAGEMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR STANDARD ACTS

man, entered and sang a song to

start herself going. Then she had
a good routine of comedy talk, all

about her being so fat. Then had
more comedy talk regarding other
women, and finished with a song.

The lady is a standard act and al-

ways goes good.

Fox and Ferris, next on the bill,

opened with the lady at the piano
singing. A gun was heard offstage,

man entered in misfit suit, lady
talked to man but he couldn’t hear,

so answered questions with big pad
and pencil. Lots of comedy was
gathered here and man made many
comedy falls. After that lady got
uke and man small harmonica and
offered number. For finish lady at

piano and man offered comedy ec-

centric dance. Good hokum act.

Bob Curwood and Buddies, four
men, opened with straight man tell-

ing about the act and who Bob
Curwood is. This introduced Cur-
wood and both had some comedy
talk. Straight man then brought
two men from backstage who, he
said, wanted to go on the stage;
one had a violin, the other an ac-
cordion. They played while Cur-
wood told of the new picture he
is going to make. Straight man
then introduced Francis Corby
as Curwood’s director and Jack
Gray as his assistant and Ed Carlie

as the straight. Then the boys
played while Curwood danced for

finish.

The picture was “Madame X”
(M-G-M).

Bob.

LOEW’S STATE
LOS ANGELES
(Reviewed May 15)
Three acts, all clicking material,

featured the F. and M. “Brunettes
Idea.” In addition to which there
were some artistically conceived
settings and ensembles.
Armanda .Chirot and Jose Merca-

do were the singers with the Idea,

and they got over to high apprecia-
tion. Miss Chirot opened their

spot with coloratura work done in a

voice clear as a bell, sweet in all

registers, and with an ease in the
upper notes which made the cus-
tomers give and give.

With both in Spanish costumes,
Miss Chirot and Mercado then did

a Castillian duet, which also proved
immensely popular.
Following a line number, McDon-

ald and Dean offered a patter of

fast comedy, with some sure-fire

laugh-getting manhandling of one
partner by the other interspersed.

The way the boys sold it, it could
not fail—and it didn’t. Some soft-

shoe dancing also was worked in.

Flash of the act came in the clos-

ing episode, when a series of scarf

dances were offered by the line,

concluding with tumbling by the
Ali Ben Hassan’s Blue Streaks.

The setting was elaborate and the
girls well trained. As for the Has-
san Troupe, they pyramided, whirled
and did lightning acrobatic stuff for

a solid payoff.

Feature picture was M-G-M’s
“Lady of Scandal,” featuring Ruth
Chatterton.

F. A. H.

CASINO
SAN FRANCISCO
(Reviewed May 19)
This was Will King’s second

week as featured performer at this

Ackerman and Harris house and
business was capacity at the mati-

nee. Show, in a roof garden cafe

setting, opened with Willard Hall
acting as m. c. and introducing the

acts. After dancing and singing
“Then I’m Happy” the 16 girls

retired to give the stage to King
and his aide de camp

;
Lew Dun-

bar, who used the radio gag: mix-
ing up cooking lessons and setting

up exercises. It’s being done by
Ken Murray in “Hi There” at the

Columbia but it got the laughs.

Then used Eddie Lambert’s Cin-

derella gag and did well. All of

which goes to prove that it’s com-
edy they want here.

Back to full stage again Hall
sang “Stein Song” with the girls

dancing. Followed by Jacqueline
Brunea singing one of her colora-

tura numbers, “The Wren,” which
displayed an ability to hit a top-

ping high C.

Ann and Elinor, next, danced to

“Painted Doll” with the 16 girls

using dolls on strings as a back-
ground. Hardgrove Bros., a pair

of better than ordinary hoofers,

executed clean-cut tap and soft
|

shoe numbers effectively, getting

good returns. Finished with com-

edy acrobatic-adagio that took the

laughs and they bowed off to a

heavy hand.

Nearing Sisters on to lead the
line in “Girl Trouble” and then
King and Dunbar went okay in

more comedy stuff. Hall back on
stage did “Girl of My Dreams”
with recitation and then a parade
number with the gals representing
countries, seguing into the finale.

Picture was “She Steps Out.”
Joe Livingstone and orchestra in

the pit.
|

l-%j

R. C.

PARAMOUNT
SAN FRANCISCO
(Reviewed May 17)
Next week this house will join

the ever increasing roster of the-
atres that are adding stage shows
to their policies. Meanwhile the
inperson entertainment has been
bolstered up to an appreciable de-
gree, totaling approximately 25
minutes of music and singing. This
was Ron and Don’s initial week
at the organ.
Show got started with Don!

George and the Paramounteers in

the pit garbed in navy uniforms
and playing “Anchors Aweigh.”
Cleverly interpolated throughout
the tune were sound newsreel
shots of what evidently was the
Annapolis personnel singing the
number. By this means the tune
was built up heavily, coming to a

rousing finale with a quartet of

drummers joining the orchestra.
As the second unit of the show

Ron and Don, at the Wurlitzer,
unfurled the “what’ll you have”
idea,” using “St. Louis Blues,”
“Bundle of Old Love Letters” and
“Have Little Faith In Me”—using
parodies on these—and bringing
their offering to a close when a

sound trailer of the “Soldier Song”
from “Faust” was cued in. Organ
duo, dressed in white, presented a
nice appearance and were well re-

ceived.

Billing him heavily in advertis-
ing and in the lobby, house man-
agement next presented Henry
Starr, NBC vocalist, whose chant-
ing of pop tunes rates second to

none. With a baby grand piano
on a platform at the right of the

orchestra pit Starr stepped into

the spotlight to play his own ac-

companiment and sing “Hope Chest

of Dreams,” “11:30 Saturday

Night,” closing with “01’ Man
River” and encoring easily with
“Vagabond Song.”

Picture was Paramount’s pic-

turiaztion of the Katherine Brush
newspaper novel, “Young' Man of
Manhattan.” Business good.

Bock.

FOX EL CAPITAN
SAN FRANCISCO
(Reviewed May 18)
Throughout the evening there

was a long holdout—as is the

usual custom—waiting to get a

glimpse of this Peggy O’Neill stage

show, Jay Brower, master of cere-

monies, and Sylvia and Clemence,
big Mission district favorites. Show
started on a half darkened stage
in a western setting with Frank
O’Leary singing “Moon Is Low”
and the girls dancing and chant-
ing.

As another of the contestants in

the orchestra popularity contest

Pic Smith, stage side kick of Jay
Brower’s, stepped off the movable
orchestra platform to put the boys
through his themie, “Piccolo Pete”
with Pic doing a pic solo and Bob
Kimic contributing a singing out-

burst. Pic is not without his fol-

lowers here and he had to encore.

Brower then brought on Sylvia

and Clemence who have about 50
weeks in this house to their credit.

They but recently closed an ex-

tended run at the downtown Ca-
sino and El Cap management
scored a decided scoop when they
booked this versatile pair into a

district where Sylvia and Clemence
are household words. Girls came
on to a big hand and went into

“Honey,” hoofing and vocalizing

it nidely. Had to beg off for a

costume change and while they
were gone Brower introduced Jack
and Virginia Bellthazer who went
through some exceptional acrobatic

work that pulled heavy applause.
Sylvia and Clemence then re-

turned to do a whiskbroom dance
in bell hop outfits. Scored the

laughs easily and had to go in for

the speechifying again. Pair can
easily hold over for another week
and probably will.

Again Brower trotted out an-

other of the nut band numbers
(Continued on Page 15)

PATRICK and MARSH
(AQENOT)

VAUDEVILLE—ORCHESTRAS

WANTED!
ACTS SUITABLE FOR PICTURE HOUSE PRESENTATION

AND CLUBS
WBITE—WIBE—CALL

607-8 Majettic Theatre Bldg., 845 South Broadway, Lot Angelet
Phone TUcker 2140

Walter Trask
WANTS STANDARD ACTS and ENTERTAINERS for

THEATRES, CLUBS, LODGES and SMAROFF-TRASK
PRESENTATIONS

WALTER TRASK THEATRICAL AGENCY
1102 Commercial Exchanga Bldg.

416 Watt Eighth Street Lot Angela*
Telephone TUcker 16M

LYNN YOST
Artists Manager

Telephone GRanite 8410

Address: 522 Taft Building

Corner Hollywood Blvd. and Vine St.

Artists and Acts Register For
Theatrical Bookings, Orchestras and

dob Entertainment
IRA F. GAY AGENCY ZOO Majestic Theatre Building

845 South Broadway
FA 3421 Los Angeles
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Legitimate
(Continued from Page 11)

ly through all of these difficulties.

Miss Burns was not so well cast.

Although capable of handling her-

self on the stage, her diction either

could not or would not embrace
the type.

The dialogue had much to com-

mend it from the standpoint of

brightness, being full of snappy
chat and amusing wisecracks ,and
the general handling by all the cast

was natural and moderen in tech-

nique. The denouement, which
waited on the final curtain, avoided
the commonplace kiss-and-make-up
situation and struck a responsive

chord in the audience.

There are some subtleties in the

characters created by young Mr.
Fix that more expert direction

would bring out. But with all of

its shortcomings, it proved to be
acceptable entertainment. In the

support cast were Bruce MacFar-
lane, Harry Vejar, Ronald Rondell,

Evan Pearson, Harold Lord, Fran-
cine Miller, Eugene Renard and
Evelyn Jennings.

Yeates.

“BROTHERS”
EL CAPITAN THEATRE
HOLLYWOOD
(Reviewed May 18)

Of absorbing interest and superb-

ly staged and acted, “Brothers” is

a convincing and believable “Mas-
querader,” and the splendid work
of Bert Lytell sets it up as one of

the outstanding productions of the

season. No reasonable fault can be
found with it in any department.

A well-handled prologue plants

the story on the foundation of an
argument between two doctors on
the respective influences of heredity

and environment on human charac-

ter. A third doctor apparently be-

lieves that a man is captain of his

own soul, and the end, remarkably,

achieves the justification of all three

in a measure. A pair of orphaned
twin baby boys furnish the ma-
terial for the experiment.
The play proper presents the boys

grown to manhood, one a lawyer,

raised in a judge’s family, and the

other a speakeasy piano player,

reared on the water front. Both
parts were played by Lytell with a

masterly grasp of both characters

and a facility of costume change
that brought gasps of admiration

from his audience. He would exit

left as Robert Naughton and enter

right as Eddie Connelly, all in the

twinkle of an eye, or so it was
made to seem.
A courtroom scene is referred to

wherein the lawyer brother suc-

cessfully defends his twin from a

murder charge, without,
.

supposed-
ly, either knowing the identity of

the other. But it develops that the

lawyer brother had been apprised

McCONNEL
AND

MOORE
Featuring

RADIUM FINISH
Wakefield 7411

McCORMICK
and

WALLACE
Progressive Ventriloquists
Million Dollar Theatre

Week May 29
Try Our Candy at Our New Store

303 North Larchmont
Phone GR 3890

EDDIE KAY
Extemporaneous

Master of Ceremonies

Meeting and Greeting

Everybody at

COFFEE DAN’S
719 South Hill St.

LOS ANGELES

Big doings every night with a
host of stage, screen and radio
celebrities present to make
merry. Action every minute
and a world of humor.

during the trial by the third doc-

tor, which injected a greater ele-

ment of drama because, it later

evolves, the first brother was the
actual murderer. He turns out to

be a snowbird, under blackmail
tribute to the dope ring, so his

favorable environment does not ap-
pear to have done much for his
character.

The other twin is presented as a
serious-minded chap, studiously try-

ing to better himself. When the
dope breaks down in health and
has to be removed to an institution
the doctors substitute the healthy
twin in the judge’s home in order
to protect the latter’s heart and
name. It is here he has to carry
on his brother’s love affair, and of
course he falls in love with the girl

himself. A final dramatic climax
brings “Oily Joe,” speakeasy pro--

prietor and head of the dope ped-
dling ring, to the house for black-
mail, where he is encountered by
the lawyer twin, escaped from the
institution, and drug-crazed. Mur-
der and suicide, by implication only,
rids the plot of these two unsavory
characters, leaving the way clear

for a happy denouement for the
other and worthy brother.
The supporting company is large

and exceptionally able. Grace Men-
ken, Lytell’s leading lady domestic-
ally as well as in this play, lent her
grace and charm to a not very
strenuous part. The doctors are
Barlowe Borland, William Lloyd
and Frank Sylvester, and the judge
is John Webb Dillion. His wife is

played by Clara Palmer.
“Oily Joe” is colorfully portrayed

by Matt Briggs, and other parts of

varying importance are filled by
Lloyd B. Carleton, Dale Kent, Jes-
sie Arnold, James Sargent, Rita
Carlyle, J. Morris Foster, Joan
Warner, Ariana Dera, Eugene Wil-
liams, George Guhl, Donald Camp-
bell and George Spelvin.

The sets, designed and executed
by Ernest Glover, are a credit to

that excellent artist, and contribute

much to the successful staging of

the production. The music fur-

nished by Paul Finstein’s trio was
very well done.

Yeates.

Presentations

(Continued from Page 14)

that have helped make him king
pin in this part of town. The num-
ber was as crazy as Brower is

clever and that’s saying a lot. Mis-
sionites ate it up and demanded
more, and got it.

Mel Hertz was at the Wurlitzer.
Flicker was Fox’s “High Society
Blues” with Gaynor and Farrell.

Hal.

FOX
SAN FRANCISCO
(Reviewed May 19)

It’s getting to be a habit to

write “Walt Roesner’s overture
again topped all else on the menu,”
but that’s what he again did this

week with another of his originally

conceived symphonic poems. Roes-
ner and his concert orchestra of

40 pieces used Anton Dvoraks
“New World Symphony,” a stir-

ring composition that had inter-

polated in it negro spirituals with
a male chorus on stage singing the

latter in great style. Excellent
lighting and scenic effects builded

the number nicely and there was
a heavy return on it. As an after-

piece to this Roesner and orches-
tra with the vocal group did a

part of “Volga Boatman” and it

was mighty good.
Fanchon and Marco’s “Milky

Way Idea” had some excellent tal-

ent, especially in Noree and in

Stone and Lee. This little gal,

Noree, packs a punch in her danc-

ing, displaying a rare technique
that is seldom seen and when she

lets loose one of her high kicks or

does one of her splits you’re really

seeing some perfect splits and
kicks. And Stone and Lee had
some fly comedy stuff that was
well received, especially when one
considers how the Fox receives

comedy stuff. But what really was

JACQUELINE
(Jackie) BRUNEA

LYRIC SOPRANO
6th Month

CASINO THEATRE
San Francisco

FANCHON AND MARCO PRESENT

THE FLYING BARTLETTS
In Their Spectacular Offering “IN THE CLOUDS”

Now Featured With “Broadway Venuses” Idea
ACT FULLY PROTECTED PATENT APPLIED FOR

Fanchon and Marco
Route List of “Ideas”

Following is the Fanchon and Marco
Ideas route schedule, with the opening
dates, all of the current month, in paren-
theses beside the name of the town:

PASADENA (22)
Colorado Theatre
“Twins” Idea

Stroud Twins Featured
And the Twins : Elga, Clute, Kane, Falla,

Maltby, Holly Electric Twins

LOS ANGELES (22)

Loew’s State
“Romance” Idea

Castleton & Mack Bissett Dancers
Robert Cloy Helen Petch

SAN DIEGO (22)

Fox Theatre
* ‘Brunettes’ ’ Idea

McDonald & Dean Chirot & Mercado
Ali Ben Hass'an’s Bluestreaks

Hirsch-Arnold Dancers

HOLLYWOOD (22)

Egyptian Theatre
“Smiles” Idea

Three Slate Brothers
Walter Bradbury Dorothy Neville

Lamberti

ST. LOUIS, MO. (23)
Fox Theatre

“Marble” Idea
The Harris Trio Roy Smoot

FloBelle & Charlie A1 and Jack Rand
Georgene and Henry Francia

Hector and His Gang
CHICAGO (23)
Coston Theatre
“Sunshine” Idea

Bailey & Barnum Richard Wally
Yince Silk Mary Lou
Arline Langan and Norman Selby
MILWAUKEE, WIS. (23)

Wisconsin Theatre
“Eyes” Idea

Don Carrol Six Candrevas
Paul Olsen Bob and Ula Buroff

Keo, Yoki and Toki
DETROIT, MICH. (23)

Fox Theatre
“Peasant’ Idea

Harry Howard Terrell & Hanley
Naymons Birds Reicard & Levine

Mavis & Ted Esther Campbell
Fawcett & Thurston

BUFFALO, N. Y. (23)
Lafayette Theatre

“Manila Bound” Idea
Lloyd & Brice Romero Family
Stella Royal Samuel Pedraza

THE INTERNATIONAL UNIQUE COMIC

CHAZ CHASE
LONG BEACH (23-25)
Fox West Coast Theatre
“Citv Service” Idea

Shapiro and O’Malley Laddie LaMonte
DeQuincy and Stanley Seb Meza

Eddie Mack’s Dancers
George Jager Frank Sterling

FRESNO (22-24)
Wilson Theatre

“Box of Candy” Idea
Jones & Hull Frank Hamilton

Reeves & Leu Marie, Lucy and Irene

SAN JOSE, CALIF. (25-28)
California Theatre

“Box O’ Candy” Idea
Same Cast as Above

SAN FRANCISCO (23)
Fox Theatre

“Goodfellows” Idea
Lucille Page Bud Averill Helen Burke
18 Good Fellows Harrison and Elmo

OAKLAND (23)
Fox Theatre

‘ ‘Milky Way’ ’ Idea
Vernon Stiles Noree

Stone & Lee Bert Faye
Steve Moroni

SALEM, ORE. (24-25)
Elsinore Theatre

“Bells and Belles” Idea
Eddie Hill Eva Thornton
Dunbar’s Bell Ringers Tommy Harris
Frances, Ted and Byron Loretta

WORCESTER, MASS. (24)
Palace Theatre

“Overtures” Idea
Edison & Gregory Tots Novelle

Jack Goldie Huff & Huff
Helen Hille Louise Manning
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. (24)

Palace?. Theatre
“Desert” Idea

Ed and Morton Beck Muriel Stryker
Oropley and Violet Carla Torney Girls

HARTFORD, CONN. (24)
Capitol Theatre

“International” Idea
Markell & Faun Federico Flores

Mignon Laird Billy Carr
Osaka Boys

NEW HAVEN, CONN. (24)
Palace Theatre
“Ivory” Idea

Four High Hatters Hy Meyer
Betty Lou Webb Will Aubrey

Peggy Carse

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. (24)
Palace Theatre

“Hot Dominoes” Idea
Les Klicks Paul Mall

Hart, Whitestone, Polly Libonati

WATERBURY, CONN. (25-27)
Palace Theatre

“Uniforms” Idea
Armand & Perez Ruth Hamilton

Sylvia Shore and Helen Moore
Joy Brothers Hunter and Percival

Talk of Fanchon and Marco’s “CITY SERVICE” Idea

SEB MEZA
PORTLAND, ORE. (22)

Broadway Theatre
“Miniatures” Idea

Featuring Singer’s Midgets
SEATTLE WASH. (22)

Fifth Avenue Theatre
4

‘Gyp Gyp Gypsy’ ’ Idea
Chaz Chase George Prise
Frank Evers and Greta Jose Gonzales

Jack Vlaskin and Nita Lorraine
Jeanne Alexandria

SPOKANE, WASH. (23)
Post Street Theatre
“Changes” Idea

Doc Baker Eva Mandell Muriel Gardner
Art Hadley Dave Le Winter
GREAT FALLS, MONT. (24-25)

Grand Theatre
“Coral” Idea

Maurice & Vincent Frank Due
The Royal Samoans La Petite Marie

MISSOULA, MONT. (27-28)
Wilmac Theatre
“Coral” Idea

(Same Cast as Above)
BUTTE, MONT. (22-25)

Fox Theatre
“Broadway Venuses” Idea

Mel Klee and 16 New York Beauty
Winners

Aerial Bartletts Wells & Winthrop
Freda Sullivan

DENVER, COLO. (22)
Tabor Grand
“Skirts’ ’ Idea

Neal Castagnoli Ruth Silver
Julia Curtiss Up in the Air Girls

BROOKLYN, N. Y. (23)
Fox Theatre

“Carnival Russe” Idea
Countess Sonia Alex Sherer Bekefi

Russian Sunrise Trio
Sam Linfield Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. (23)
Fox Theatre

“Let’s Pretend” Idea
Tillyou & Rogers Florence Forman
Ed Cheney Jimmy Hadreas

George Green Rita Lane
WASHINGTON, D. C. (24)

Fox Theatre
4 ‘Black and Gold” Idea

Four Kemmys Arnold Graze
Maxine Hamilton Lee Wilmot

ATLANTA, GA. (26)
Fox Theatre

“Jazz Temple” Idea
Wally Jackson Sylvia Dore
Van De Velde Troupe Gus Elnore

Nora Schiller

MIAMI, OKLA. (21-22)
Majestic Theatre
“Far East” Idea

Frank Stever Helen Pachau
Ruth Kadamatsu Joan Hardcastle

M. Sanami & Co.

TULSA, OKLA. (23-25)
Oroheum Theatre
4 ‘Far East’ ’ Idea

Same Cast as Above
OKLAHOMA CITY, (28-29)

Orpheum Theatre
‘ ‘Far East’ ’ Idea

(Same Cast as Above) .

many times on my records and

one that was written especially for

me”—“Your Eyes Told Me So,”

and Mr. Stiles evidently had a bad

cold.

Stone and Lee on for their com-
edy stuff and then Noree with

her excellent dance work followed.

Rather a weak attempt at a “milky
way” flash closed the show.

Picture was Edmund Lowe in

the character of Louis Beretti in

Fox’s “Born Reckless.”
Bock.

WARDROBE CHIEF

William House has been ap-
pointed in charge of Warner
Brothers’ wardrobe department. For
several years, House was in

charge of the wardrobe at the De
Mille Studio and later Pathe
Studio.

the highlight of this turn was the

vivacious personality and vocaliz-
ing of the feminine half of the
duo. She’s mighty clever.

Opera got under way with
rather a meaningless opening epi-

sode that had Noree dancing and
Vernon Stiles singing behind a
scrim. Although it was ’way down
in the show Roesner, on stage and
acting as m. c., introduced Polly
Moran, co-star with Marie Dress-
ier in Metro’s “Caught Short.”
Polly came on doing a lot of fast

ad libbing and then went into a

short song, displaying 95 per cent
more ability than most of the
“personal appearance gals’ who
have hit town thus far. She was
a little confidential with the m. c.

for this large house and it was
difficult to catch all of her cracks,
but anyway she had ability, was
funny, and was well received.

Bert Faye followed, opening by
playing the banjo while in comedy
outfit and after a quick change he
went into a hoofing bit with a
pair of ski-like shoes that evi-

dently were difficult to use for

terps'ichorean purposes.
Steven Moroni next on for fast

moving acrobatic work in which

his speedy stuff.

Artistic Scenic Advertising
Curtains

By Far the Best in America
CURTAIN PRIVILEGES
BOUGHT FOR CASH

OR SCENERY

Chas. F. Thompson
Scenic Co.
1215 Bates Avenue

Phone OLympia 2914
Hollywood, Calif.
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MACK HSSETT
PREMIER DANCE DIRECTOR of the Pacific Coast

--- Presents ---

20tH CENTURY STEPPERS 20th
With Fanchon and Marco’s “ROMANCE” IDEA

AT LOEW’S STATE—LOS ANGELES—THIS WEEK

--- Featuring ---

DALE and RICHARDS

and THREE BRICKTOPS

My Proteges

Blair and Thornton
Just Completed Eastern Tour and Featured for Publix — Opening Another Tour

June 12th at Granada, San Francisco

THREE ROLLING STONES—PUBLIX, LOEW, KEITH CIRCUITS

LETA RIDDELL-WITH AL K. HALL, R-K-0 CIRCUIT

Studio: 753 South Broadway, Los Angeles Telephone TUcker 4474

P. S.—My Sincere Appreciation to Fanchon arid Marco, Alice Goodwin, Gae Foster

and Harry Wallin
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